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IIITRODUCTI ON 
The flow of fluids in porous media continues to be a \"ddely 
studied phenomenon. Soil moisture relationships and particularly the 
now of water in soil is perhaps the most widely investigated of the 
four edaphatic factors related to plant rowth, nane~ moisture, 
aeration, temperature and compaction. 
The avai lab ili ty of moisture to plants, drainace, evaporation, 
transpiration, irrigation infiltration and penetration are of major 
importance to agriculture. These various phenomena are all dependent 
in some manner upon the movement of water in soil, and for this reason 
a solution to the problem of water movement would be useful. An ex-
panding population and limited water re ourees serve to emphasize the 
need for increased efficiency in t he use of water. This can be aided 
by further knowledge concerning the movement of moistur e t h rough soil 
and similar porous materials. 
Water movement in saturated soil seems to be adequately desc r ibed 
by Darcy's law (1859) but upon the development of a suction pressure or 
tension in the soil-water system many complicating factors are manifest 
which make the application of this law difficult. Darcy 's law may be 
wri tten v D -ki where v is the volume flux at some ~oint in the soil 
water system, i is the potential c.;radient and k the hydraulic conduc-
tivity. In the equation the conductivi ty k is a function of the pore 
Size, the moisture corrtent, and "f rictional" forces which are con-
sidered to be implicitly included in the viscosity of t he f l uid . 
The potential gradient, or driving f or ce , is a function of gravity, 
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capilla r,y f orces , osmotic forces and adsorptive forces . In normal non 
saline soils t moisture contents in the plant 0 owth range , the osmotic 
and adsorptive forces are usually considered to be negligible. This 
assumption has not been experimentally verified with sufficient 
accuracy to justify its use. 
Since both the conductivity and the otential radient are func-
tions of the moisture content of a given soil it is readily seen that 
in an unsaturated soil the flow mechanism is consicleiab1y complicated. 
The roblem is further complicated by the resence of hysteresis in 
t he soil water system. 
It i of interest to inquire into the nature of t he "frictional 
forces. tt Very Ii ttle investi gation has been made of these factors; 
possibly because soil scientists have assumed them to be adequately 
expressed in terms of the viscosi ty of the liquid. In addition, the 
solid phase of the soil system has usually been assigned a passive 
role as skeleton of the system without due re gard to the interaction 
of the solid and liquid. 
The wetting front of water moving through dry soil has been fre-
quently observed and is a very practical situation during irri bation . 
It has received little intensive investigation, but it has been su g-
gested that forces active at the wetting front may retard or somewhat 
inhibi t water movement in the soil. Furthermore, the availability of 
water to plants may be dependent on the velocity with which water 
moves through soil to roots. The reduction of evaporation losses 
from soil by chemical methods is another phenomenon of much interest 
that involves moisture movement throueh the soil . 
It would appear that further knowledge concernin thesG factors 
may well depend on a better understanding of the "frictional forces" 
operating in 60i1. It is the object of this investigation to examine 
the possible role of "frictional" forces in the movement of water in 
soil. 
3 
REVIEW OF L1 TERA TURE 
The free enerGY relationship which describes the interaction of 
the solid, liquid and vapor states as t ey are related to the movement 
of fluids through porous roodia such as soil has important theoretical 
value but is difficult to determine experimentally. ~It would seem, 
however, that consideration of the free enerBY' function with respect 
to "frictional forces" operating in soil water movement may have con-
siderable merit. For this reason it will be included in some detail. 
Surface energy 
rli th any surface there is associated a free energy. This free 
energy results from the inward attraction of the underlying molecules 
for those of a surface and since a s urf ace possessing free energy 
contracts when free to do so the free surface energy is also called 
surface tension. Surface tension is used here by defmi tion as the 
work required to form a new surface although some define it as the 
work required to stretch a surface without changing the number of 
surface atoms. The work done in extending a surface which is pulling 
with a tension dynes per cm. by one square cm. will be ergs per 
square cm.: hence the free surface energy of such a surface will be 
ergs fer square cm. There will be then a free surface energy at the 
interface between phases of different composition. This has been 
referred to as i nterfacial free eneroY. The followln derivation can 
be found in Adam (1941) and Harkins (1952). 
Suppose a drop of \vater is placed on a solid surface. It will 
either remain as a drop finite in area or it may spread so as to cover 
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the entire surface. For s reading to occur the enerGY change i n form-
ing unit area of soli d-liquid interface must exceed that required to 
fom unit a rea of the liquid-vapor surface. 
IfTsa i s t e solid-ai r . t e r f aci al energy, T sl the solid licpid 
interfaci al ene r ';Y and T Iv that of the liquid vapor interface then for 
spreading to occ ir 
T sa -T sl ~ T Iv 
If this inequality does not exist, the drop remains ~nite i n size and 
an equilibrium contac t angle exis t s between solid and liquid . This 
, 
angl e t hen is the anGl e measured in degrees between the solid air ~n-
terface and the liqui vapor interface measured through the liqui d. At 
equilibrium, in the absence of gravity effects, the ¢ontact angle 
be tween the liquid and t he solid surface is 
or 
, 
cos e ;II Tsa -Tsl 
Tlv 
I 
Tsa -T sl +Tlv cos e 
This equati on is due to Young (1805). I n effedt, the cosine of the 
I 
(}) 
contact angle gives the ratio of energy gained in fanning unit area of 
5 
the SOlid-liquid interface to that required to f orm uni t a rea of l i quid-
vapor interface (~). Note, however, that (~) ~fers to unit areas 
~hich are plane geometrical areas. 
DuphE!' (1869 has shown that the work of adhesion Wsl requ ired to 
separa te unit area of solid and liquid in contact is related to the 
surface tension Tsa, Tsll ~v as 
(l:!) 
Combining this wi th (J) 
Equation (2) illustrates the relations between the acft1esion of liquid 
to solid and the contact angle. There is a finite contact angle if 
6 
the adhesion of liquid to solid, Wsl' is less than the self cohesion of 
the liquid (a'l v) • Zero angle occurs if the adhesion of li quid to 
solid becomes equal to or greater than the cohesion of the licpid.'-I 
Effect .£f. adsorbed ~ ~ surface energy. In the development thus 
far1rsa has been the interfacial energy of a solid ai# surface void of 
an adsorbed film. If, however, the surface carries an adsorbe d film, 
formed by adsorption from the vapor phase or qy spreading from liquid 
or both, e •• vapor movement ahead of the wetting front in soil or a 
film already present, then the gain of free surface energy will not be 
the same as for a dry surface. At constant temperature,Tsl andTlv 
are fixed b t T sv the interfacial energy betweon solid and vapor of 
t b.e liquid to be adsorbed is dependent on the amount adsorbed and is 
in pri ciple calculable from the Gibbs Adsorption isotherm (Bangham, 
~937) 
Tsv -Tsa - £ I"RTd In P 
T sv is then the surface energy of the solid wi th a film of vapor 
adsorbed. r is the adsorption in mol cm. -2 and the pressure of the 
vapor. 
It is now possible to replace Tsa byTsv• Equation (2)_ comes 
II 
Tsv ., Tsl + T Iv cos8 (1) 
and it is evident that Cos 8 • f (r-) indicating the funct i onal influ-
ence of the adsorbed f ilm on the contact angle. The a d orbed film is 
assumed to be mobile since only then can free surface enerr y be 
equated to the surface tension. If other impurities are present 
{ 
(organic molecules, etc.) the contact angle may be still more drasti-
cally changed. 
Effect £f surface roughness arid chemical heterogeneity ~ surface 
energz. Recall (2) which by rearrangelOOnt is 
ell Tsv -Tal cos .. ----
Tlv 
It is important to remember that (~) is a geometrical relationship and 
the unit areas are plane geometrical areas. What is the effect of 
, surface roughness? 
The liquid vapor interface is unique. I t can always be identified 
.wi th a plane geometrical area, but the solid liquid interface depends 
very much on the condition of ,the solid surface. If the solid surface 
is roughened so that unit plane geometrical area has a surface area r 
times the smooth surface, the energy change in forming the solid 
liquid interface will be given by ! (rsv - Tsl ) and the contact angle 
for this condi tion 
r (Tsv -Tal) 
cos 8 • --------
lv 
Equation (2) is Wenzel '5 (1936) modification of Young's equation. In 
effect then we have an apparent contact angle as contrasted to the real 
contact angle which would occur if the surface were smooth. Further-
more, it may be stated that apparent contact angles may occur depending 
on whether the liquid is advancing or receding over too surface. The 
reason for this is not clear bu t it has been suggested that the reced-
ing angle is a consequence of the surface having been previously 
wetted and the energy relation will be modified upon recession. In 
sOJOO cases, penetration of the liquid into the solid is responsible 
for this difference. Such conditions might well eive rise to hystersis 
7 
'\ 
I 
in soils since the difference in the advancing and receding contact 
. 8 
an les is referred to as the hysteresis of the contact angle. Whether 
we are considering the movel'OOnt of liquid over a "flat" surface or 
through the pore of a solid, the sane general conditions hold. Young's 
equation is customarily deTi ved by resolution of surface tensi on 
vectors. Adam (1941) states, "This is legi t:tmate, as the mathematical 
surface tension can always be substituted for the }hysical free energy, 
to obtain the conditions of equilibrium when only th~ consequences of 
this free energy are concerned." It is cornmon procedure to replace 
the fundamentally important free energy in the surface by a hypotheti-
cal surf ace tension. The surface tension then is a mathematical device 
for expressing the free energy per uni~ area of surface. Good (1952) 
in a thennodynamic derivation of Wenzel fS modification (,2) of Young's 
equation (~) states that Wenzal's equation constitutes an exception to 
Adam's generalization. The directions of too "surface tension vectors" 
are determined by the geometry of the three interfaces vd. thin an in-
fini tesimally small distance from the triple interface. lhe vector 
derivation then yields no answer as to the effects of surface roughness. 
Consid~r Wenzel's equation 
and 
r. a • da > 1 I dA-
which constitute a definition of r with a .. actual area of the inter-
face, A .. "apparent" area of the "geometrical ll interface I t he other 
tenns being the same as before. 
energy may be put in the form 
a Fn Tn--a~ 
Adam's discussion of free surface 
where F is free energy and n refers to the nth interface. Good pre-
sents the general equation for the free energy relations of t he system 
containing three interfaces at equilibrium. \ i th pressure and 
ter.1pera rure constant 
dF • 0 - ( ~::~) ( :::~) dAs1 + ( :=:: ) ( :::: ) dAsv + 
• 
( oFlV) ( oalV) ( oAlv ) (13) 
oalv aAlv aAsl 
Substi tuting the appropriate subscripts in Ql) and recalling (~£) 
o F 0 T T T 0 A1v (14) 
oAsl· • sIr - svl' + Iv oKsl -
To interpret (12) and (~) and evaluate o Alv/ OAsl consider a 
small section of a triple interface or an entire drop that is small 
enough that the liquid-vapor interface is a segment of a sphere. 
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Poynting and Thompson (see Good, 1952) used the former method to deti ve 
Young's equation from free energy considerations. The derivation evalu-
ates 0 Alv/o ASl at once as cos e and we have Young's equation. 
Equation (l) may be interpreted by considering a droplet whose 
shape is changed by flattening it out. A differential change in the 
shape must produce no change in free energy, though the interfacial 
areas do change. Mack (1936) has evaluated 0 Alv/O AsI by considering 
the analytical fornru.1as for the areas of the base and the spherical 
surface of the drop. Restriction to constant drop volume makes Alv 
a function of AsI and differentiation at constant volume yields the 
result cos 8 • Good states that the corresponding treatment for the 
case of a liquid in a capillary yields exactly ~he same result. 
I t would seem that the foregoin considerations are di rectly 
applicable to water in soil pores. It is of interest to project the 
considerations further and to investi gate an apparent contact an Ie 
such as might occur when water is in a state of motion in soil pores. 
80'il moisture hysteresis will be a consequence of such considerations 
both in the equilibrium state and during movement. 
Ve have mentioned previously that in addition to true contact 
angles there may exist apparent contact angles. Follmving Good's 
thennodynamic derivation, and considering an a parent contact an gle, 
t hen from (14) substi tuting cos 8 obs. for DAlv/ OAsl we have 
otl -i. r (tv -Tal) + T1v cos(} obs. (15) 
The observed contact angles may be considered equilibrium contact 
angles also in that they can be measured in the static state but are 
often measured while the liquid is in motion. In equation (IS) 
10 
cos 8 obs. is the apparent contact angle. From (2), (14) and (IS) this is 
OOA:
1 
- ± T lv ( cos (} obs. - cos (} equilibrium)-T lv ~ cos (} (16) 
no~ that the driving force toward the attairunent of the true contact 
angle is proportional to the surface tension of the liquid and ~ the 
deviation of the cosine of the contact angle from t he equilibrium true 
contac t angle. The driving force represents the tendency the drop has 
for taking up its true equilibrium position if not held in the posi-
tion where an apparent contact angle exists. 
In the case of soil if Darcy's law v • -ki is valid, the driving 
force is the otential gradient i. The volume nux of flow is 
proportional to this gradient, and it is common belief that so long as 
a gradient exists moisture will move. From the development here the 
suggestion arises that the movement of water in unsaturated soil may 
not be directly proportional to the driving force as would be the case 
if only liquid-vapor surface tension forces were considered and com-
plete wetting occurred. In Darcy's law for water movement in unsatu-
rated soil, the contact angle is considered zero and the driving force 
for horizontal now the curved liquid vapor interfaces. 
\ A source of hysteresis in soils and on chemica homogeneous sur-
faces is suggested by the above development. Consider first a drop 
placed in the center of a system of ridges forming concentric circular 
rings. Bikerman (1950) pointed out that the climbing of a drop front 
over a ridge requires contortion (i. e., extension) of the liquid-air 
interface and thus an increase in the ene r~ f the system. If the 
addi tional energy is fc then the drop will cease to change its shape 
spontaneously when 
11 
fc may represent then the maximum additional energy required to surmount 
the barrier. In principle a system such as Bickerman's is attainable, 
but in practice in the soil system there will be, because of the inter-
connected porous structure, a completely random array of hills and 
valleys. There will be paths by which the triple interface can mOve 
wi thout surmounting the entire height of the enerGY barrier f c • ~Jone­
theless, a configuration will be attainable, corresponding to the value 
of fc between zero and the maximum fc for the concentric rid ~ (; onfigu-
ration at which the interface ceases to change its shape spo . neously 
or move. II cos 8 will have a value somewhere between zero and the 
12 
value f or the case of concentric circular ridges. Movement of moi sture 
i n soils then will be a function of the pore shape and the moisture 
content. 
I t would be difficult to calculate fc for the r andom ty e 0 ough-
necs and . somewhat less complex for simple confieurations . ick rman 
(1950) and Shuttleworth, ~ ale (1948) have discus sed thes s i tua tions. 
Adam and Jessop (1935) have proposed a similar e quati on t o (17) 
without proof. It is 
T sv -Tsl -T2 coti.B It + fl 
Here 8A is the observed advancinG angle. 8 R is the observed receding 
angle. fl was hypothesi zed as a f rictional force operati na along the 
surfa,ce with equal intensi t y , when advancing and receding moti ons were 
j ust prevented. 
The Iilysical interpretation of fl is the contortional energy that 
the drop (meniscus) must have if the drop front is to move f rom one 
favoured configuration of the triple interface (more or less meandering 
over hills and valleys of the rough surface) to another. Evidently as 
roughness decreases, less contortion of the li~id air inte r fac e is 
required reducing the hysteresis and f l -
Similar treatment of the problem will occur f or movement on 
smooth but chemically unhomogeneous surfaces having regions of polar 
and non-polar molecules, non-wettable organic and wettable regions as 
may occur in soils. A drop of water will have an average free s urface 
ener gy in the solid-liquid interrace corresponding to the average 
composi tion of the solid surface. This together with other free sur-
face ener . es would determine the equilibrium contact angle. But as 
the drop front advances , or recedes, regions must be crossed in which 
t he energies a r e such that the contact angle does not correspond to 
the equilibrium value. Hence there must be contortion of the liquid 
air interface, requi rin extra energy fc if the drop front is to move. 
)enetration of liquid ~ pores 
In order to understand the movement of liquid into soil and other 
13 
porous media it is logical to consider first the s pecial case of pene-
t r a tion of liquid into capillaries of unifonn bore, because the theory 
is fairly well understood. Whether the pores are uniform capillaries 
or not, the penetration is controlled qy the adhesion and cohesi on 
between molecules. 
With the entry of liquid into a capillary of small radius an 
interrace is set up which is curved if the contact angle is not 90 0 • 
The pressure differences on the 2 sides of a curved meniscus will be 
( artington, 1951) 
where R1 and R2 are the principal r adi i of curvature f or synclastic 
and anticlastic surfaces. 
If the capillar/ is uniform ' and circular the penetration pressure 
is 
2T cos 8 P. ----
r 
This can be written 
r 
r is the capillary radius. For an advancing liquid, 8 must be replaced 
by £) A advancing contact angle and for receding by 8 R the receding 
CO) 
-~ 
c=: 
roo-
-< ....; ~ 
> r-
r: 
r-
~ 
rr 
contact angle . The pressure re uired to expel the liquid P r is 
greater than A pressure for entry of l iquid since e A > 8 R. 
From Young's equation 
Wsl • T Iv (1 + cos (1) 
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since B A > 8 R the adhesion of the liquid fo' r the previousl y wetted 
solid exceeds that for the dry solid. There is more tension for drying 
than for wetting soil at any given noisture content . 
Surface films. The effect of adsorbed materials in soils may 
3' 
account f or an apparent contact angle, and some exper~ental verifica-
tion is availabl e . It may also be suogested that soils even in the 
air d~ condition will have a film of water adsorbed on them. The 
nature of this film will depend upon its thickness for the effect of 
solid surface f orces on each succeeding molecular layer will be dimin-
ishing. The discussion of the adsorption isotherm of water on soil 
will be dealt with under a separate section but the question of water 
having a contact angle with itself is a point of some interest at this 
time. The state of water adsorbed on soil surfaces is also a matter 
of some interest. 
The film thickness in the lant growth ran e has long been 
assumed t o be too thick for surface forces to be effective and water 
has been treated as in the bulk phase . Day"l has conducted experi-
ments with bentonite solutions in which he claims to have demonstrated 
that adsorptive forces can be measured wi th a tensiometer when the 
moisture content is some 400 percent on a dry weight basis • . It is not 
clear, however, whether the effect is actually caused qy surface 
forces o.r to the configuration of the water in t he bentoni te system. 
1. By private communication . 
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Whether the effect is caused by energy relationships or configuration . 
of the water molecules (entropy) the result will be that contact angles 
could exist between the adsorbed water and the bulk water penetrating 
the pore. 
Kemball (1948) has stated that it is possible for a multimolecular 
layer in the form of a continuous film to exhibit a contact angle with 
the parent liquid. The nature of the adsorbed film may be entirely 
different from the three-dimensional liquid, the oute layer of the 
;:-
adsorbed }flase being either of a gaseous or liquid ' na. ture. It would 
appear that infonnation concerning the nature of the adsorbed film is 
badly needed. 
Bangham (1948) has inquired into the na'blre of the mutual adhesion 
of dust particles in a gas stream that contains water vapor. Only at 
very low relative humidities is it possible that the dust fX3.rticles 
are not surrounded by a film of water and yet it is certain that the 
particles at higher relative humidities do not act as water droplets. 
Bangham suggests that the effect may be one of entropy (configuration) 
rather than one of enerGY. Clean surfaces of mca exposed to a super-
saturated atmosphere of vapor will build up adsorbed films of visible 
thickness and still demonstrate their non-idenity with drops of bulk 
liquid which refuse to spread on the film (Bangham, 1938). 
Surface roughness and penetration. As has been previously demon-
strated the effect of surface roughness may have important modifying 
effects on the contact an Ie. Surface roughness not only applies to 
the mirru te variations which may occur in an individual particle but 
it also refers to the walls of a pore which will vary depending on 
the shape and size of the soil material. 
Since this to ic has been roontioned somewhat in a previous section 
more specific examples relating to penetration will be included here . 
surfaces that are markedly rough cause a change in the contact a ngle 
from its true value. I t is often stated that for liquids of low 
16 
viscosity such as water or benzene, the effect of roughness on the true 
(advancing) contact anele is to increase the angle if the true angle 
is greater than 900 and to decrease the angle if the true contact 
angle is less than 90°. The reason oiven for this situation is that 
the nature of the roughness is such that the supposed y lane surface 
consists not of the solid but of the liquid which has zero contact 
angle with itself. In contrast for very viscous liquids, the cavity 
has air trapped under the liquid causing a very high c ontac tangle. 
It should be realized, however, that even for low viscosity liquids a 
special type of cavity would give the effect mentioned above but cer-
tainly not all cavities or types of roughness. 
The effect of surface roughness has been explained by the Coghill-
Ander s on (1923) fledge effect. U Their study was concerned with the in-
fluence of particle shape on the stability of flotation, sharp edges 
t ending to increase the f lotation tendency of the solid. 
/0 
/ 
/ 
/ 
C ______ ~B/~~ - - - - --
I~ 
Figure 1. The edge effect in the movement of liquid over solid surfaces 
I 
The application is made to penetration of water into cavi ties (pores). 
In £i re I, the liquid made a moderate to low contact angl e wi th t he 
solid. The liquid easily travels up the f ace of the solid AB . To 
travel hori zontal along Be, however, the liquid must t ake up position 
00. The interface must change its directions and move through an 
angle of (180 -<A where ¢ is tile angle of the s olid e dge. This would 
require an additional "push" on the liquid moving into the capillary. 
One of the size fractions of Millville loam used in this study when 
s prinkled on water floated for several minutes bef ore sinking. (?:be 
sandy loam soil used sank rrruch more raPidly) ? . ~ 
3; 
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Demonstration of the edge effect is possible by thoroughly clean-
ing a tumbler, adsorbing a film of water on the lass and t he n · over-
filling the t..unbler without s pilli ng water. If the glass is not 
cleaned, the effect is still more evidento Other common examples are 
water moving over dirty Y/indow panes or capillary- tubes. 
Adam (1948) from geometrical considerations has shmvn how the 
edge e f fect may influence the penetration pressure. It is helpful to 
recall the discussion relating surface roughness a nd interfacial 
movement to energy barriers previously Giveno 
Figure 2. The effect of surface roui§1ness on t he p3netration of liquid 
into pores 
Figure 2 is a f i gure of revalu tion where the walls are inclined at cI> 1 
to the horizontal below ' the constricti ons EF and cP 2 above. Def ore 
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passino , the radius of curva t u re of the menis cus R:L is r/sin (8 A +4>1) 
and after passing radius R2 is r/sin (8A -~2). The penetration 
pressure change s from 
to 
-2 T sin (8A -~ 2) /r 
on passing the constriction. Pi then becomes negative if8 A> CP 2. 
The constriction need not be sharp as t he effect depen ds on the slope 
cp 1 and c/> 2 of the walls, and not an abrupt change . 
For a special case where the walls are incli ned h t 450 to the 
vertical and the advancing contact angle is 450 , ?i will be 21L/r 
e f ore passing where r is the constriction r a dius, and zero after 
pas 3 in~ (see figure 3). I f e > 450 ' . becoroos negative a t the moment ~ 
of passing and unless an external pressure is applied , t he meniscus 
will not pass. 
Adam has ve rif ied the reI ' ti onshi p eXt>€rimentally (see f i ,gure 3). 
Figure 3. enetration of water into a pore of methyl methacrylate 
Methyl methacryla te was polYlOOrized around a Zn former and tile Zn 
dissolved out leaving a pore wi t h zigzag wall . The miniImlffi radius 
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was .135 cm. Anglecp 1 and ~ 2 were about 470 and the advancing con-
tact anele on a flat plate of this material 850 approximately. i 
before passing was calculated to be 802 dynes per cm. 2 and after pass-
ing -665 dynes per cm. 2 or a difference of 1467 dynes per cm. 2 or 15 
rom. of water. With the walls dry, a reservoir of water was attached 
to the bottom of the pore and the water meniscus rose rapidly to the 
first constriction then stuck. The reservoir was raised 10 nuns. before 
passage occurred to the next high constriction. TQe ~fference between 
the calcu~ted and experimental value may possibly have been caused by 
contamination which decreased the surface tenpion of water. 
It should be realized, however, that depending upon the type of 
pore being considered the penetration pressure will vary, e. g., a 
cylindrical pore differs from that formed by the pore between 2 cylin-
ders of rna terial as has been pointed out by Cassie (1948 ) ~nd Crisp 
(1948). The latter states that from theoretical consideration that 
for such a system the penetrations pressure is always positive and 
approaches zero as the contact angle approaches zero. 
The theory of movement of liquids over surfaces and through pores 
of non-uniform dimensions is slowly being solved. any situations 
occur which have not received quantitative explanation, but it would 
seem that qualitative considerations are being fonnulated which are 
sound. 'llie qualitative theory when applied to soil-water interaction 
would appear to have considerable meri t. Soil in the natural state 
has many characteristics which are in keeping with the foregoing dis-
cussion. Theories based on the ''ideal'' soil such as spheres or uniform 
capillaries result in eliminating many important features such as con-
tact angles and roughness factors I which may be of practical importance. 
It is necessary to consider the review further in an effort to determine 
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whether these features have been observed in soil. 
Cations ~ contact angles 
contact angles related to chemical ~ physical properties of systems. 
_ ? \" ... 1, .... ,~ t 
Weyl (~. in the Jevelo~ent of the tmory of surface chemi.stry 
has investi gated the wetting of solids as innuenced by the polariz-
ability of surface ions. 
In order to demonstrate the relation between the polarizability 
of surface ions and the contact angle, systems had t · be chosen in 
which other factors such as surface roughness, probability of contamina-
tion, etc. J are kept constant. Clay films and glass tubes were used 
to study wettability as a function of the polarizability of surface 
ions. Both solids under50 base exchange reactions with different 
metal ions. 
Montmorillonite was treated with different salts obtaining sus-
pensions of various heavy rootal clays. The clay slips were sprayed 
on ungla : ',ad ceramic tiles and allowed to dry in a drying oven. All 
clay deposits had the same chance to become contaminated and had 
identical surfac.e roughness. Nevertheless J the Na clay absorbed a 
drop of water immediately. The Ca clay absorbed a drop within 4 to 5 
seconds. Pb clay and clay treated wi th highly polarizable cati. ons 
showed contact angles of about 700 and tile water was not absorbed 
until up to 15 minu tea had elapsed. 
The mechanism may be described as such. The surface of water con-
sists of anions and is not likely to contain any protons (H+). As a 
result, wetting is initiated primarily by positive fields. Clay sur-
faces which contain the singly charged alkali ions are wetted 
immediately. These ions wi th relatively weak electric fields 
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participa te in the surface of the water drop and attract the 02- ions 
of the water droplet. 
Mg+2 and A1 +3 ions have stronger fields. They become more deeply 
buried in the crystal of the soil surrounding themselves with ions 
that partly neutralize their electric field. This makes it less likely 
that they will participate in the surface of the water droplet. Hence, 
some time is required u ntil the surface can rearrange throu@l thermal 
motion and the water droplets can spread. 
The te I or " ~ hydrophobic character of a solid can be the result 
of ei the r of t \ 0 reasons: 
1. The cations have a stron field and low polarizability which 
I 
causes a distortion of the surface structure. The resulting electric 
double layer repels the double layer of the water droplets. Examples 
of this type are the non-wetting of a d~, dusty road on a hot summer 
day by the first rain drops, B d fine sand, dried in an oven and care-
fully sprayed on water, will float for a few seconds before it becomes 
wet and sinks. 
2. The solid contains cations and anions of high polarizabili ty, 
so that the positive fields are nearly zero. PbI 2 and HgI 2 are 
typical examples. Both the cations and the anions are highly polar-
izable. Once dried the surface polarization reduces the wettability 
of the precipitate. 
Weyl (1955) has developed an atomistic explanation for the 
behavior of water i contact with solids which can exert very strong 
surface forces. '!he surface forces of solids containing cations of 
high charge and low polariz~bili ty (Si 4+ and A13+) increase strongly 
if the particles become very small. The surface energy of large 
crystals can be lowered qy a distortion of the structure and a gradual 
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transi tion f r om the distorted surface structure to the normal bulk 
structure . However, the clay minerals whose diroonsions in one direction 
are such that dis tortion of the surface cannot contri ute materially 
t o a decre e of the surface enercy have surface f orces which are 
stronb~r t l an those where a transition layer is formed and cor~iderable 
screenin~ occurs. In the case of those compounds Vi i ch contain 02-
and OH- ions as the anions and g2+ and A13+ and si4+ as the cations 
(quartz, alumina, clay, etc o) formations of an electr'c double layer 
and chemisorption. of polarizable anions and molecules are t he major 
chan es which lower the surface enerGY. For quartz the formation of 
an electric double layer, and consequently a transition zone , occurs 
but since this is not possible to the same extent for cl9Y , the surface 
enerey- is greater than for quartz , chemisorption is unusually strong 
and increased attraction of anions occurs. 
Contact angles ~ soil . Contact angles between water an d soil are 
very diff icult to measure accurately. Consequently a limited amount 
of data have been published on these important measurements. 
Robinson and f age (1946) dried ~~ick suspensions of extracted 
clay on microscope slides and measured the equilibrium contact an Ie 
of the drop periphery. Brookston clay taken from the fence row gave 
an angle of 27.5° while an incubated water extract of t his sample gave 
an angle of 48.5°. Cropped Brookston clay showed an angle of 17.3°. 
Freshly prepared surfac'es of materials often exhibit no contact 
angle but upon contamination the r elationship changes. Often this 
latter process is extremely rapid, and would seem to be a normal pro-
cess in soil as clean surfaces can be prepared only under ve~ 
controlled conditions. 
Puri (1942) connected a capillary tube 0.154 mm . I . D. and ·a 
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burette by a rubber tube. He raised and lowered the burette, noting 
the change in the position of the meniscus of the liquid in the capil-
lary. Kerosene, glycol, aniline, glycerine, and paraffin liquid all 
displ~ed ~ hysteresis between the rising and falline curves , 
attributed to frictional resistance between solid and liquid. 
In other experiments furi made capillary tubes wi th blown-in 
bul bs to simulate pores or cellular structure of soil. The curves for 
.water, kerosene and mercury as presented illustrate n t only hysteresis 
but the reg ions where transference of liquid from capillary to bulb and 
bulb to capillary .took place. The points at which liquid transfer from 
capillary to bulb almost coincide on both rising and falling curves but 
are dis placed somewhat from each other suggesting the Hedge effectlt 
previously mentioned. Hysteresis occurred where liquid falls from the 
capillary into the bulb along the fallin curve, and occurs when liquid 
rises from bulb into capillary alone the rising curve. 
By employing the capil1arimeter and the equation 
2TcosB h e __ _ 
grD 
where h is the hei gh t of rise,1L the surface tension, g the f orce of 
gravity, r the radius of ca illary, and D the density, Purl determined 
the contact angle for kerosene and alcohol with sands of different 
particle sizes. 
Diameter 
cm. 
0 .58 
0.h17 
0.385 
0.303 
0 .286 
0.217 
0 .184 
0 .160 
o.loh 
Alcohol contac t anyle 
degrees 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
0 . 0 
19.60 
31~70 
21. 8 
Keros ene contac t angle 
degrees 
0.0 
0.0 
0 .0 
17. 83 
21.0 
31.76 
25. 80 
38.20 
31.9 
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The general trend here is that with decreasing particle a iz there is 
increased contact angle with the suggestion that there may be a certain 
size for maxi.mum contact angle (equilibrium contact angle). 
Fletcher (1949) combined gravity force and the law of oiseui1le 
for unifonn capillaries to obtain the equation 
Q _ 11' r3 (prgh + 2 YeosS ) 
.8 Ln 
for downward flow. By .selection of various values for 
Y _ surface tension of fluid 
n _ viscosity of fluid 
L _ length of soil column 
~ 8 _ contact angle 
h - hydraulic head 
.A I..V 
r _ radius of ccllumn 
Q _ rate of flow 
. he obtained grallhical relations between Q and these various components. 
However, he tookS as zero when solving for the other components. He 
indicated that the acceleration of the fluid penetration occurred be-
tween 0° and ~o and deceleration between 900 and 1800 contact angle. 
But the rate decreased as the contact angle increased, which seems to 
be the important factor here. ¥hen r was plotted a gainst Q a rapid 
rise in Q in the range .01 < r < . 020 was shown. Q and n are hyper-
bolically related. Surface tension is linearly related to Q and Q is 
almost linearly related to T (temperature effect through Y , n ). 
Fletcher measured infiltration rates of the following solutions 
into ,Gila fine sandy loam. From these values, assuming that a .2 
f)3rcent gelatin solution formed no contact angle on soil, he calculated 
the followint) contact angles: 
Solution 
Water 
Aerosol, 2 ~rcent 
Vinsol • V. X, 1 ~rcent 
Gelatin (assumed) 
Calcium chloride 
Contact an Ie 
degrees 
39.3 
75.6 
160 . 8 
0 . 0 
59. 
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The direct roportionali t y between surface t ension and viscosi ty wi th Q 
was weakly established in infiltration eXferiments • . ~e authors 
observed t -at solutions of Vincol N. V. X at small heads and f or small 
r values actually "retreated" from the soil. 
I n field investigations relatinu mass i nfiltration of rain from a 
D - 1 r ainfall simulator to the teMperature of the surface 3 inches of 
/ 
several soils a very hi hly si gnificant simple correlation coef f i cient 
of the scattered points supported the line~rity of temperature and in-
f iltration. On the basis of variability of s oils in general one 
questions thi s result. 
I.emon2 (see also Lemon, 1956) has !?plied U e principle of contact 
angl e t o research aimed at reduci nb eva )orat ion losses of wate r f rom 
soil. He t reated sand, sand + 10 percent kaolini te , sand + 10 percent 
Wyoning Bent onite lvith various surfactants (organic derivatives ) . The 
surfactants were chosen so as t o be active at ~1e ai r-water interf ace 
and soli d-li quid interf ace although in some cases the sur factant 
affected both regions. They were 
Hexadecane Benzene Sodium Sulfonate ( S03)-- ( air~late r inter face) 
Aterti arydodecyl olygl ycol Thi oether (218)--(ai r-wate r interface ) 
Cetyl Alcohol (OH)--(solid- l i quid interface ) 
Cetyl Ami ne ( l~2 )- ( solid- liqui d i nt er face) 
·2. Unpublished report. 
I n sand and sand Kaol inite, Cetyl Amine (NH 2) complet ely surpressed 
capillary rise and t he others reduced it to varyin de ees . Hovever, 
in sand and bentonite the rise was greatest in the Cetyl Amine ( 2 ) 
clay. 
Surface tension measurement of the water extract of the treated 
clays showed the marked decrease in surface t e nsion by 21 and S03 
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whereas OH , NH2 had very little effect . S03 increased reatly t he ,~ater 
retention of the soil at 1/3 atm. pressure but had th€i lowest evapora-
tion resistance constant. SOJ and 218 tended to disp3rse the soil ; OH 
and NH2 stabilized it. AlthouGh no contact angles were calculated the 
effects of finite contact angles were evident . 
Russian workers as quoted by Lemon trea d field soils with 0 .2 
percent naptha soap compound, mak" nb the surf ce 3 cms . hydrophobic . 
The organic chemical reduced the wa r 1 oldino capaci t y of the soil 
and its ability to conduct capillary Vi te r . The treated hydrop obic 
soil surface lost water at a greater rate t han t he untreated s oil and 
hence dried out faster and created a nulch . 
Contact angles and minerals. Salman (see Rideal , 1930) deternined 
the extreme values for t he an I e of contact of ~ater on fresh a nd pre -
viously wetted surfaces of a number of minerals . 
Surface 
Quartz 
Calcite 
Galena 1 
2 
I ron pyri te s 
Stibni te 
Oarnet 
fdi ninru.m 
degrees 
19.5 
39.6 
J5 . 0 
41 . 6 
25.5 
24.0 
58 .2 
Contac t angle 
58 .5 
85 .5 
73 .0 
70 . 0 
87. 0 
62 . 8 
94 . 5 
Evidence has been presented to s how t hat contac t a ngl es in soil a nd 
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soil material exist . These contact an 'l es arise from various sources 
either because of c enical constituents or ph sical features of tl e 
rticles . The effect of such contact anoles on moisture r.1oveffi8nt has 
previously been discussed . Artificially roduced contact angles may 
be usef 1 in evaporation control. 
It is cormnon procedure to aSSlli'1le that '1rater in soils exists in 
the bulk state. The films of water based on this assumption are believed 
to follow normal laws dependent on the normal viscosity of water and 
~ 
surface te~sion as these properties ~rtain to flaw . The re l ation of 
surface f ilms and surfaces wi l l be considered in the next section. 
Structure of liquid ilms as related to surfaces 
-
Hardy (see Weyl , 1955a) first drew attention to' the possibility 
that the surface of a solid can cause "depth action" in liquids . Since 
then evidence of these phenonena has been obtained f or many solids and 
liquids . 
Tolkova (see Vleyl , 1955b) measured rates of capillary flm of 
water c;:Lnd of tal ene throu '. beds of po ",dered guartz as a function of 
the particle size of the quartz . The quar tz beds ~ere treated as 
bunches of capillary tubes . The ratio of the rates 0 f low f or the 2 
liquids s ould be constant and independent of the si ze of the ores .• 
This ratio remained constant as loni..; a s the size of the qIartz rains 
was l arcer than . 01 L'nn . For smaller i;rai s t e rates of f low of 'iater 
decreased E1are than that of tol ene . The quartz surface affected flon 
of Yla t e r flare t l8.n it did flow of toluene . 
Th ri idi ty of an adhering f ilm of "later is reduced as the dis -
tance f rom the wall increases (8 _0 -, ads or tion iso e~ curve ; . : t 
cannot t en be uniquely de_ i. ed but depends on the r..e t.hod use d to 
determine the dept.1-t action . To determine the distance rlhich the force 
field of a surface affects the structure of "water, disturbances caused 
by JOOchanical and thermal motion must be kept to a minimum. 
Hosler and Hosler (195.5) determined the spontaneous f ree z i ng 
point of small quanti ties of water in capillaries. Nucleation of ice 
formation revealed that the de tl1 action of a lass wall extende d for 
several millimeters into the super-cooled water . Other investi ators 
have established that the degree of super-cooling of llater increased 
with decreasing size of the droplet or decreasing diameter of t he 
capill ~r . The effect of surface forces upon the s tructure of 'later 
leads to an energy baITier which has to be overcome for ice crystal 
fonnation to occur. Disturbance of the system interferes with t he 
depth action of the wall on the structure of the super-cooled liquid . 
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Bradley (see Neyl, 1955) demonstrated that mica exerted its force 
field t.~rough films of rubber and cellulose 1000 A. U. thick . This 
does not prove the existence of lone range forces but rather the relay-
ing of the surface force field through the polarizable media by a plus-
minus f orce field . 
Lenher and l ... cHaffie (1927) measured th e thickness of f ilrns of 
water and benzen~ on plane surfaces of silica glass and platinun. The 
film thickness ranged from 45 A. U. for ater on silica to .5300 A. 
for Via ter on glas s . 
Bartell and Bristol (1940 ) revealed the depth action of a pure 
sili ca surface on water by variation of the contact an Ie with changes 
i n the relative humidi ty of too atmosphere. In the absence of water 
acetylene tetra bromide had an advancing contact an Ie of 10 on quartz. 
I f the atmosphere i n contact with the surface contained wat e r vapor the 
contac t anele i ncreased to 380 for a r elative humidity of 100 rcent. 
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The contact of acetylene tetra bromide on quartz depends on the thick-
ness of the water film and the surface force of the film c han e as the 
wa ter film becomes thicker . 
The mechanical riGidity and distribution of the electric potential 
as a function of the filn thickness of an adherinfs film of . ater are 
important properties of adsorbed water . Frank and Evans (1945) empha-
sized the mechanical rieidi ty by referring to the film as an "ice 
film. n This , however, does not refer to the structtl re of t.l-}e adsorbed 
water phase , but rather to its rie;i.dity. 
Corres onding to the roochanical r igidity, there occurs in a similar 
marmer an electrical riGidity of ilie adherin fim . Bulk ~ater has a 
high dielectric constant of 0 while that of the adherin f ilm ( )a~r , 
see Weyl , 1 955b) is low, being 3. '!he dielectri c cons ant t apers off 
gradually, similar to the mec anica l rigidity. 
The density of the adher "ng film chan c s ~ o . Br adl ey, et al e 
e 'feyl , 195.5b) calculated that \la ter between the layers of montmorillon-
. i te has a density of 1.3. 
t Deryagin ar d Kusa ov (see Henniker , 1949) pressed a bubble of h rogen auainst a plane mica s~face immersed in various liquids and 
. asured the thickness of the inte rvenine::; fil , of li quid by photo aph-
ing ' ewton rings . A f i lm of water reached an e uilibrium thickness of 
300 • U. in a fevl minutes and did not diminis in 24 hours. Under a 
pressure of 2800 dynes cm. -2 the th' ckness of water on quartz was 1 80 
A. • after 3 hours. 
artsch (see HerJUker, 1949) oeasured the adsor tion of oleic acid 
on minerals in water sllspensio s . C alcopyri te adsorbed a layer of 
0.55 micron t ; ick or 9500 molecular l ayers . 
acey (1942) compared the distame bet 'Jeen oxy en atoms i n ice 
4. 72 ~, and in the silicates 4.51 R. The one lattice fits al ost per-
fectly on the other so that cey postulates water as having ice struc-
t ure on silicate minerals. The structure continues i til depth until 
thermal motion destroys the arrangement • 
. l:i11iamson (1948 ) postulates in hi~ revie of water in clays that 
water is present in 2 f orms: water of 10\'1 density directly adjacent to 
the surface (contra~ to Bradley) and compressed water associated on~ 
i th the exchangeable cations. 
Volk~~ (see Henniker, 1 949) calculated too radius of pores in 3 
samples of clay and in silica gel . All nonpolar liquids studied gave 
the same value of the radius f or any given s olid, but the radius 
decreased for polar liquids and was small for water . 
Norton and Johnson (1944) found a rigid film of water 50 ill in 
thickness in clays under pressure of 200 p . s . i. At zero pressure the 
thickness was 300 Ru. 
~ce (1942), drying clay suspension, showed that t he p3rrooabili ty 
of clay to water did not obey the usual laws of viscosity. He found 
the rate of flow throueh clay for organic liquids to be many thousaoo 
times greater than f or water . 
Henniker (1949) J quoting data of Shereshefsky, states that increases 
in surface tension of a l iquid in capillaries Yloul d be evidence of the 
effect of capi11ar.y walls on the 1iquid-air interface. 
Vlilston, Bonnel and Iottage (see Henniker, 1949) f ound that the 
Kelvin equation didn 't a ree wi th the values of adsorption of water in 
clays and sands found by hydrostatic tension roothods . These research-
ers accounted for the results on the basis of oriented films . 
Davis and Crandall (1930) studied ovement of particles suspended 
in water using a microscope . articles Vii thin 400 microns of the 
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surface of uiescent water were stationary J while those below Loved 
free because of random currents. 
Kuroski (1954) measured isotherms of water on silica e1 at 250 c. 
and 35° c. The calculated cliffe rential heats of adsorption s howed e 
expected decrease with increasing water c ontent. 10re interesting was 
t.~e dielec tric behavior of the water . He eli vi des the sorption into 3 
stages . In the fi r st stage occurring at lou relative pressur s the 
specific :rx>larlzation vias a bout 1, sugges ting t he ~p ' l ar f'later is 
strongly sorbed and oriented . 
I n the second stage the specif ic polarization las 8-n, which i s 
hi gher t han t he value 4. for ~ater molecules in the vapor state but less 
than liquid water of 17. 5 . 
In the third stace t e s}"Eci ic polarization is even reater t ha.n 
that f or liquid later, and a t>proached a value 0 20 f or i ce . T'nis 
reuion , t.he ca ' i l lary condensed ree ior , 'lhere the wa ter ap ears t o have 
the same dielec tric constant and specific gravity as liquid water, 
exhibits characteristics of water in a more solid state than li luid 
water, . th characteristics a p )roachin~ ice . 
ir (195h) studied tile diel ectri c loss in wate r f ilms a dsorbed on 
talc , halloysitc , metahal l oysitc and kaolinite ove r ~1e frequency range 
2.5 ~c/s to 25 ~ cis. Two varieties of relaxation absorption maxima ere 
obtained ~i th increasing water content . The i rst cOITesponde d to a 
com lete first la er absorbed on the hyd~oxyl eroup of the mineral and 
the s econd t o a 1",' t r layer built upon the oxy .en surface of the min-
e r al . ale displ ayed onl~' the second k ind , <md kaolini te , bo th 
varieties . For netatulloysi te an d halloysi te no second maxina in t he 
\ \ 
a cor_,ycion curves \'las noted vh i c . indica ted that th sur face forces had 
• I 
veri l~ t tIe effect 0 ., t he secorrl lay r 0:: 'water formed . 
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There is some evidence that water in soil may not exist i n the bulk 
phase but may have many of its properties altered. Some of the v ork 
quoted was conducted on other types of systems. Drawing analogies, 
however , with Proper restraint would lead to some doubt as to the valid-
i ty of present assumptions made concerning the nature of \'later in soil. 
It has been attempted to show how surface forces and cations alter the 
structure of water. A more extensive review of related topics as made 
by Henniker (1949). 
~ adsorption isotherm 
The measurement of the adsorption of ases and vapors by solids 
has been p'racticed for many years. However, ... i th the theories of 
Langmuir and others it was possible to give physical interpretations to 
the isotherms which becan:e of great value to the scientist and industry. 
The Langmuir theory was confined to the adsorption of a unimolecular 
layer but many systems did not exhibit this type of adsorption. Impetus 
was gi. ven to this phase of chemistry when Brunauer, Emmett and Teller 
fonnula ted' their mul timolecular theory. Considerable discuss±on as 
ensued conce rning their theories. Since much of the data collected has 
been g iven the B.E.T. method of analysis it is fertinent to briefly 
discuss some of the asp3cts of the theory in order t o aid in interpre-
tation of data to b~ quoted, vdthout entering into a long and detailed 
discussi on of the the ory 0 Other theories have been proposed but it 
would seem that except in special cases they have not been widely 
.employed because of difficulty of theory and application. This does not 
mean, however, that they are not us eful. retailed discussion of the 
B.E.T. theory and others can be found in pap3rs by Brunauer, Ernroott and 
Teller (1938) and Brunauer (1945). 
The fundamental assumption in the theory of mul timolecular 
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adsor ' ti on is that the same f orces tha are active i. co.densati on are 
also producinG the enomena of " an der Faals adsor ' ion . 
The equation in t h various arms sed cor.tains a value de noted ' s 
Tm which is the quanv· t y of sorbate adsorbed en a nonolayer as 
covered the surface . Ano er constant c after certain assumptions are 
introduced has the value 
From t is 
. ~ 
onstant one can obtain E:t the average heat of adsorption in 
t e first layer . E L is the heat of liquefaction 0_ the sorbnte . By 
assigning vari ous values to the other constants i the e~uatio.l. i t is 
.fX)ssi ble to i ve p. ysical interpretations to 5 differently s al; d iso-
til e rr.lS J aIl f ound in na tu re • 
Type I 
ads 
Vads 
p 
o 
Type II 
o 
Po 
Typ3 V 
Type I II 
p 
These 5 ·tytJes then are sp:;cial cases of the -eneral theory to y ich 
c~rtain assumptions h ave been made . The ass . t ions are (HarKins J 
1952): 
(1) The lateral interactions be '.lC<..!.~ the molecules in the first 
o 
layer can be neglected. 
(2) The lateral interactions in the other layers can also be 
neglected . 
(3) Inhomo eneities in the surface of the solid have a ne rli ible 
effect. 
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(4) The energy of interactions of the secorrl layer wi tb the material 
underneath i t does not differ from that of the nth layer wi th the n - 1 
layer where n is larGe, i . e ., is the same as that in tjle liquid. 
{'5) The surface ene rgy of t.he filn can be ne lected. 
(6) The energy of adsorption in a layer is independent of the 
amount already adsorbed in that layer. 
Despi te these assumptions which Harkins refers to as !lfalse assumptions , II 
certain useful generalizations can be obtained from the theo~. 
Type I is obtained when one molecular layer or less is f OmE d at 
saturation pressure . 
Type II , a very c ammon type in many systems incl uding soils, 
resul ts when mul timolecular adsorption occurs and El > E • 
~Jpe III results from multimolecul ar adsorptions when ~ ~ E , 
i . e ., the interaction of the adsorbate molecules is 6reater than 
between s rface and adsorbate . 
Type Iv and V have shapes suggesting that a complete or almost com-
plete filling of the pores and capillaries of the adsorbent occurs at a 
pressure lower than the vapor pressure of t he gas . TI1e lowerine of the 
vafX>r pressure indicates that as the pres sure of the gas is increased 
some addi t ional f orces a pear that ake t he eat of adsorption , or 
ener~y of binding in soma higher layers to be rea ter than El' the heat 
of liquefaction of the eas e This is possi Ie since the last a dsorbed 
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layer in a capillary's attracted on bot sides and s o the heat of 
evaporation is greater. An· dditional amount of ener y for eva ora-
tion of this layer ill be mcessary. lIence the rate of evaporation. 
will not be proportional to 
but (
- E + ) 
exp RT 
For type V at low pressures this interaction between adsorbate and 
adsorbent is small ut at i eher pressures the above Ie lanation is 
valid . 
All tne of isotherms have ooen found to exist in different 
systens . Indeed, for different sorbates :in the same adsorbent 2 types 
of i ~otherms have men found which find a plausible explanation in the 
B. E. '. theory. 
It has been suogeste tl at the type II isotherm oug t to approach 
the saturation pressure asymtotically and not cut the pressure line at 
saturation. -r it does , t is is evidence that the f ilm is not of a bulk 
liquid nature. Consequently the normal laws of capillary licpid ill 
not hold . Barkas (1948) has sUGgested another reason tha isotherms 
a roach the saturat'on pressure axis at an an le. I t is associated A AI 
wi th the internal com res- I 
5i ve stresses that are set 
u in the syste as a re-
sult of the adsorption. 
If the saturation mois-
ture content is some 
finite value at this 
saturation vapor pressure p 
in the stress free 
" 
I. 
:roodium the addition of a stress will l'OOaI1 that for the same mOl-sture 
content to exist, a hi her vapor pressure will be needed to reach nny 
given moisture content. AB represents the stress free isothenn and 
A ' B' that of the system lIDder stress. The upper portion of ' B' carmot 
be realized in practice because the \lI[ater cannot exist as a vapor at 
the i Gher pressures . In other words , whatever the cause of limi ted 
adsorption in the system it is not because the true saturation pressure 
has not been reached. . 1 
The rela ti ve method of Harkins and Jura from which the surface 
area can be determined is another method which has received limited use 
but is ferhaps the simplest nethod proposed. I t de nd an the remarlr -
able pro~rties of condensed films . Harkins (1952) defines a con-
densed film : A film on a liquid or a solid subphase is designated 
condensed whenever it exhibits a linear relation between surface 
pressure (.,,) and mean area (cr) occu led pe r molecule, or 
-rr.b-acr (24) 
where a and b are constants. 
!.~ L 
.". --Nq 
q is ' the mass adsorbed, 1/q the adsorption in moles/gm., andL the 
specific surface area" Equa tion (~) may be substituted in the Gibbs 
equation 
giving 
d In p . {
a( lJ2} 
NRT 
which upon integration gives 
A lnp..B-~ 
q 
i7here 
a( 2J 2 
A c--- 29) 
2 mT 
R is the as constant , H t.he avogadro number , p the pressure , m the 
absolute temperature and A, t k cons nts as defined . Plotting ln p 
v . s . k should yield a strai t line. If t e line has more than one 
q 
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slop3 a phase chanL'€ has occurred in the film. The value of k is in e -
~ndent of sorbent but dep3ndent on sorbate . Values -\or rrrust be 
, ~ 
determinedz,by Harl<i s ' s absolu rethod fo r each adsorbate after which 
they are applicable to any sorbent at the sane teIJ~ra ture . 
Although we are principally interested in the inter action of water 
and soil ~teria1s, it will be useful to consi der a fe 'l examples f rom 
the literature of other systems for purposes of comparison. 
A considerable amount of 
experimentation has been performed on t he interactiOl of carboniferous 
materials SUC_1 as charcoal, 
In many cases the adsorption i sotherm in type II' or type V of 
. E. T. theory indicates t he 1 0 '1 interaction of 'later and carbon or 
graIi1i te at low pressur es . 
arkins determined isothe rms of water on 3 cr aFhites which con-
taine 10 pe rcent , 0 . 46 percent and 0 . 004 percent as . T e con' c t 
an ,Ie of r-ra ite .as found to be 5.7° . The is othe nus of 'later on 
6I"a ite upon careful i nspection of the l ow res sure re ion (0 . 0 - . 1 
pi 0) were t ype I I but t ose at Imv as content were muc .ore like 
type II I wi tr a 10,er adsorption a any 0'"1. ven pi Po tl an f or high ash 
content . The fi 1ere polynolecular non-du~lex f ilms . l sually fi lms 
on solids are d Jlex (stable only on so_id ) , and non u l ex are uni. -
nolecular (films on later • 
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In contrast, adsorption isotherms of hydrocarbons such as n-he tane 
ve a type II duplex film isothe rm on o.h6 percent ash eraphi te . The 
contact an le was zero and the ener y of i.nnnersion and "Jork of adhesion 
were 89 and 109 ergs/cm. 2, resp3ctively. For water forming a contact 
anole of 8.5 .7 the spreading pressure which i ndicates whether water ould 
\ 
s pread cir not was -47 erGs/cm. 2, the ener r of i1Ilr:1ersion and work of 
adhesion: bein 25 and 97 ergs/cm. 2, respectively. 
X"oung , ~!!. (19.54) obtained adsor tion isoth~rys and hea s of 
\ z~ imnersi,on of water on graphon . The isotherm was predominatel y type III 
wi th slight ~ curvatures at low p/PO attributed to water ~dsorption on 
the few heterogeneous sites of a ore homo e neous surface. Less than a 
monolayer was fonned on this hydrophobic surface at p/Po -- 0 . 9.5 . The 
heats of adsorption were below the heat of liquefaction of water f or the 
entire relative pressure ran~ . Another interestin point was the in-
crease in heat of i . ersion as surface coverage increased. For hydro-
P"lilic surfaces t he reverse is true. The concept of elus terina and 
building up of water layers around the hydro ilic si tes is mentioned . 
It is ,possible to em loy the adsorption i50 erm to obtain informa-
tion concemine t e interaction of s oil and soil water . Surface area, 
pore size dist.ribution of oraus solids, and to some extent the inter-
action of too liquid and solid 1'3 ardinr, sv-elli n ''' , e~erey of adsorption 
and film phase are some of the kinds of information de~ved from t he 
,t 
application: of various theories to the adsorption isotherm. 
Specific exam les ~ isot herns in soil naterial . At this time inter-
est is centered upon esta lishing too condi lion of the a ds o-rbed film on 
soil materials . The e~rimental data of adsorption isotherms on soil 
are meagre and since the f ilm state has not been a center of investi ~a­
tion no information appears to be available other :than that which may be 
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obtained from inter retation of the existing isotherms . 
ooney, et a1 . (1952) measured the adsorption-desorption isotherm 
of water vapor by several homoionic montmorilloni tes . The adsorption 
branches of too isotherms were not re roducible and this was attributed 
to the fact that adsor tion takes place on a practically dry surface of 
hetero eneous nature , the latter influencing the condition of the resid-
ual water considerably. The desorption branches were fairly reproducibl e . 
This condition has been noted in the rreasurement of cgntact angles where 
• 11 
the advancing anele is often r:1ore difficult to reproduce than the 
receding angle _ 
The heat of desorption as cal culated for sodium montmorillonite 
using the Clausius- Cl apeyron e quation. The heat of desorption plotted 
as a function of water content showed a m' rked decrease as the YJater 
c ontent incre sed . This is not consistent with the theory that rater 
\ 
is in the bulk f orm in the montmorillonite system. The isotherms did 
not appear to fit any of the .5 types of isotherms of B.E. T. theory but 
ere rather a conbination, complicated qy the expandin type lattice . 
The S~ authors sho ed that the type of exchangeable ion has consider-
able effect on the shape of the isotherm as well as t he quantity of 
water sorbed at a iven p/ Po - Ti is is true even at h i Gh p/ Po and is 
evidence that t he film thickness is not too Teat to be W1affec ted by' 
the ionic at~osplere and/or surface even near saturation. The number 
of water molecules as sociated witl each cation was calculated at a film 
thickness of a monolayer . Sici l ar eXp3ri ents conducted on homoionic 
kao1ini te (1 950) gave evidence of infl uence of cation ~ize and charge 
on adsorption . They state that the IIarkins-J~ra plots 'of t e data were 
not linear. It is possible a phase chan e occurred in too adsorbed ? 
film. 
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Barrer and acLeod (1954) have studied the intercalation and sorp-
tion of several polar and nonpolar gases and vapors on a sodium rich 
montmorilloni te. Intercalation refers to the fenetration of adsorbate 
'between the laIOOllae. ilie nonIX>lar sp3cies were not intercalated but 
the polar molecules did to a varying extent. The nonp::>lar species 
exhibi ted type II isotherms of B.E. T. classification, and also a we11-
, 
defined shoulder (pressure at which desorption curve joins adsorption 
curve) • Occurrence of hysteresis in this case is aty-ibuted to the 
drawin U;gether of the clay particles into a thixotropic structure by 
surface tension forces resulting from the film of capillar.y condensate. 
Of considerable interest here , however, are the isotherms of CH3OH, 
C~SOH and Hi> as well as NH3 and pyridine . The isotherms exhibited a 
region of small sorption followed by regions of more enhanced uptake. 
For water this enhanced region occurred in 2 steps. The isotherms were 
explained on t his basis. At low relative ressures adsorption took 
lace on eJ-.rternal surfaces until a threshold ressure was reached whereby 
penetration of the liquid between structural sheets occurs. 
A state of saturation between the structural sheets is reached 
(except for water more than 1 layer is forrred) as shmm by small up-
take for large changes in pressure . Finally at hi &1 rela tive pressures 
capillary condensation occurs. Desorption whic_ closes the hysteresis 
foop takes place in several steps, e. ., the removal of capillary con-
densed liquid, removal of intercalated sorbate and in the case of water 
2 stages of removal of the l.a tter. 
A more detailed discussion of hysteresis by Barrer is pertinent at 
this point . "If nucleation of a sorbate rich phase occurs around the 
periphery of crystallites poor in sorbate , this nucleation mst be 
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associated ,r.Lth strain and interfacial free ener contributions to the 
overall free energy chanee resulting from f o a tLon of the intercalation 
com l ex . Such terms are posi ti ve and so elay the free development of 
the sorbate rich phase until the pres sure 0 sorbate as exceeded the 
value appropriate for the true thernodynamic equilibrium bewleen vapor 
and se~rated T3Clsses of montmorilloni crystals with and without inter-
calat ed sorbate . II The reverse situation is true f or the desor tion 
process, where a s orbate oor matr ix must be created . f om a sorbat e rich 
condi tion- the ressure r.1ust fall Q,elo { that f or t ;;.c -:rue t~ree-phase 
equilibrium. iIonce t e occurrence of tl e hY0teresis loop. The exist-
ence of al1. ener gy barrier " auld appear to be cor~~>is tent vii th this 
viewpoint . 
Hirst (1948) has expl ained hysteresis associated VQ th interc lation . 
Initially attractive f orces be~een the l amellae prevent penetr ati on of 
sorbate until a pressure is roached 71hich overcome s t e attractive 
f orces arl{ . penetration occurs . - enetr ation reduces t he attractive 
f orces s expansio occurs but the enerGY of sorption is also decreased 
so t at more s orbat will enter onl;/, a t igl er Jressures . or desor -
tion t he forces of attraction between t'l e .tamallae are weak but t he 
f orces causin~r separation are Great and only after th swellinr- res -
sure (or content 0 ': interc lla e sorbate is reduce) 0 "e attract' ve 
forces become stron~r . 
Barrer has calcu lated th e . rreversible work an e ntroPJ f r r 2, 02, 
UL~inu a 100 ~ams of mont-
mori11 oni te round a co . plete sorption cycle . '~J er interl amcller 
sorption occurred the 10rk term and entropy ilTe r e conside:r'a- ly hiS er 
(of the order of 10 ti~es) for the olar s o rbatos than the nonpolar 
s orbates lhich did not penetrate . 
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The sha e of the sorbate molecules as well as tl e polari. ty affect 
the affinity and consequently the penetration pressure of the sorbate . 
It is SU E£ested here and Viill be enlarged upon later that the 
movement of moisture in soil may well be a function of energy barriers 
associated with the movement from a sorbate rich t o a sorbate poor 
region , not unlike the penetration of water betrle8n lamelae . That 
swellin contributes to the existence of the ener barrier seems 
evident . Other factors may also be of considerable. iJllportance . 
Barrer and t acLeod (1955 I) in further experiments prepared tetra 
alkyl (tetra methyl and tetra ethyl) ammonium montmorilloni tes and 
repeated the adsorption-desorption process usine nonpolar and polar 
sor bates . The large or anic molecules ha d f orced the lamellae a art so 
that intercalation occurred for Otll t ,lpes of sorbate . The results 
emrally support the previous theory of hysteresis . The isotherms were 
generally of types I and II of B.E. T. classifi cation . In the case of 
water on tetra-ethyl ammonium complex, the isothern approached type III 
ind'catino the interaction between sor bate and sorbent is snaIl a nd is 
less than sorbatc-sorbate interaction. One wo lI d ex ~ct to find con-
tact anGl es in SUC 1 a medium o l~e isothe rm for the orGanic sorbates 
became more rectangular (type I I) as the oreanic character of the sor-
bate molecule incre ased , or more coopatible with the sorbent c omplex. 
Furthermore , the qU3Ilti t y s orbed over a ran[:,e of ressure a nd a t any 
iven pi a was in the e quence (CH j )3 COH ) CH30H ) H2 , the r verse f or 
natural montmorillonite . 
The isotherms for ater , althou · ~' not 0 any t icul ar ty ,were 
s u eeestive of type III ihe re interaction between s orbate and sorbent is 
smaller than might be ex ected. e reduced U take of water in the co ·-
plexed montmorillonite is suglJ stive of t he hydrophobic natu of the 
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surface. 
Goates and atch (1953) determined isotherms of water on silica and 
f 01md upon calculation the entropy of the adsorbed state f or a coverage 
of . 76 to 1. 26 statistical layers of water molecules that the water was 
held wit.~ considerable rigidity with the entropy being 5. 9 entropy units 
more negative than for the solid state of water at . 76 and. decreasinb 
radually to -2 . 2 entropy uni ts at 1 .26 statistical layers . The hetero-
eneity of the surface and presence of active sites 0 the silica surface 
. ., 
:. 
are indicated . The heats of adsorption varied froTI - 14 . 08 k cals/r.1ol. 
/\ 7 
to - ll . 52 k cals/mol . at . 76 and 1.26 layers , resIX3ctively . The "iol 
B. E. T. values were -3. 99 k cals/mol . and -3.40 k cals/mol. at 50° c. and 
75° e., respectively. 
Orchiston (1953) has determined the adsorption (and resorption f or 
some cases) isotherms f or several soils and the secondary clay minerals . 
He then proceeded to apply 3 theories of adsorption to the data- the 
B •• T., Harkins-Jura, and Bradley theories . The B. E •• theory fi t veil 
in the range of p/po it is normally enployed . From it heat.;:> of adsorp-
tion for t e mono- nolecular layer 'lere calculated as well as t l e surface 
areas . The surface area determin tion f or t he soils checke d very ell 
wi th su rface areas determined by the Harkins- Jura relative r.1etho • 
A r eeme nt between Harkins-Jura and B. E. T. theory was ood o 
Harkins and Jura (1943) have f ound in s ome films st died t hat more 
than 1 straight line is observed ~hen plotting data according to their 
equation. This corres' onds to a c han e in the state of t he f iln . 
Alt oUG the relation is only qualitative it does provide evidences that 
the f ilo can under 0 various pha e changes as it becomes t h icker, 1hich 
sheds doubt on the assumption that the f ilm is entirely of a bulk water 
nature·. Orchis ton obtained such evi ence in the cas e of Australian 
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soils q oted a ave. 
ate r isothenns determined by Orchiston (1954) on the secondary 
clay minerals were of various shapes with some evidence that on kaolinite 
and en sand the isotherms are type III. 1his 'was ore pronounced for 
all the .d . nerals which had been previously heated to &JoO C., a conse-
quence of which i s the greatly reduced adsorption of water vapor throueh 
the entire ran ge of rela ti ve pressures. The number of molecular layers 
sorbed as a function of the relative pressure on unheated clays at 
saturation anounted to about 20 for montmorillonite , 9 for illite and 4 
for kaolinite . It is generally believed that the film thiclmess is much 
greater than t his in clay minerals and soils , this not bein the first 
experimental evidence, however, of the actual thickness . Considerably 
more than half the layers were added above relative pressures of 0 . 8. 
Purl (1949), Thomas (1924) and others have determined adsorption 
isothenn using vacuum dessicator and air flow methods . 'nle isotherms 
would classed today as type II B. E. T. Thomas calculated the f ilm 
thicknes as being about 2 x 10-7 rmn. at 0 . 90 p/Po. Thomas estimated 
the total surface area from mechanical analysis in order to arrive at 
a f i l thickness . Considerable hysteresis occurred in their soils. 
Puri has used a capillary meter to measure pressure deficiemy-
percentaoe saturation curves. The instrument .is limited to low tension 
values so that the isotoorms are for tre wet re ion 6nly. Later he 
used a vapor pressure technique w obtain the entire curve. Sli t 
sam les exhibited a rather weak type II a pproaching t ype I II B. E. T. 
isotherm. 
It should be emphasized, however , that t ype III isotherms with 
curve convex to the pressure axis in the loVi pressure" re . on are obtained 
on hi hly hyd rophobic surfaces so that the various types can merely be 
I " 
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used as indications of resistance to wetting . r\lri ' s interpretations 
are based entirely on the ca illary theory throughout the entire range 
of moisture contents . On the other hand, Thomas makes reference to 
surface forces to be follm'Ved at higher relative pressures ~J ca Ulary 
conde nsation. 
Puri determined ressure deficiency curves and fX3rcent saturation 
curves on a soil tefore and after it ha d been greased . In the range 
studied bot! curves were type V B. E. T. and the quanti;ty of water sorbed 
• 11 
by the ereased soil a t any pressure was eatly re uced . 
The information obtained from isotherms of ~ater adsorbed on soil 
can for most examples be treated as only qualitative at the present 
t i l e . I mvever , as a first approximation there are indications that 
fill of water may undergo phase changes v/ith increasin relative pres-
sure . Artificially prepar ed hydrophobic s oil surfaces Vlill help deter-
mine whether the adsorptio isotherm. can be used as a method of 
denonstratin the existence of fi ::i ve contact anGles in soil systems . 
It may then be possible to make quantitative analysis of the interaction 
and whet er the maGIil tude of the energy chaYlges involved are sufficient 
to be important in moisture f low problems . 
Flow equations 
One carmot investiGate th fl oVJ of f l ids through porous media 
without becoming awar of the vol, . ' no s litera ture de ling 'with t:-: ' s 
topi c . The investi ations vary co~ siderabl y delJending o. whether the 
investigator is interes~d i consolidated or unconsolidated material , 
t yp:; of fluid , e . G.' oil, -a s , w ter , etc ., ran e of pr essures and pore 
s i zes . ],.any use ul equations have been derived , of ten on the b sis of 
justifi able as·s wnptions . Huc of t he literature is c once rned lith flow 
throlioh sands an refractories . I t is becomin !!lore apparent , J. owever, 
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that equations dealin with flow in such materials that do not contain a 
colloidal fraction are not adequate "for application to soils. 
Interest in soil is primarily centered around the movement of gases 
and soil solution. Whereas it is useful to draw analogies between flow 
in glass beads J sand, etc., to more complicated systems containing clay 
and silt the analogies can be misleading. Equations applicable in the 
fonner systems often prove inadequate for moisture flow in soils where 
the pr6blems of moisture availability to plants, evagpration losses, 
:' 
etc., are of primary importance, because the effect of the fine fraction 
is not adequately included. 
otential theory. Various reviews of water movement in soils have 
a ppeared from time to time (Ga~rJ3 1950; Klute, 1952; Richards, 1931) 
so that it would a pear unnecessary to discuss them in detail except 
insofar as reference may be made to the various equations for purposes 
of comparison. 
Progress has been slow with regard to understanding the movement 
of ,.yater in the unsaturated soil, primarily because of the complexi ty 
of the soil water system. The problem is further complicated by the 
fact t hat it is not c lear whether moisture moves according to a con-
! 
centration gradient or an energy or potential gracij[ent. In many flow 
I 
equations the latter is taken as more fundamental. ; 'ilie two are not 
i 
uniquely relate d because of the hysteresis function. Often assumptions 
I 
I 
have been introduced into the analysis to simplify; solution of the f low 
equations . Unfortunately, the danger of over-simp¥fication has not 
always been realized. 
The existence of the wetting front of water mQving into dry soil 
is easi ly verif ied by sigh t . Knowledge concerni'ng ;the nature of this 
3. Unpublished Ph . D. thesis , Uo .A.C., Logan, utah . 
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front and its effect on rate of flow is lackin although many investi-
gators recognize its importance. 
Darcy's law has been widely applied to the flow of water through 
saturated soils. Many investigators testify to its validity and begin 
their analysis wi til this assumption. '!he law can be \'tri tten 
v _ -kVcp (~) 
where v is the volUIOO flux, k is a proportionality constant having the 
dimensions of LT-l and represents the hydraulic cand~tivity of the 
soil for ;~ter and 'V <P is the hydraulic gradient that drives water 
through the soil. '!he term v is often taken as the velocity of flow. 
This asswr.ption has been questioned by Taylor and Gardner4 as it seems 
that the variable as such was used as the volume nux by Darcy and these 
researchers question the validity of taking the volume flux equivalent 
to the flow velocity even though the units are tile same. Since it is 
the volume flux and not the velocity which is measured in ex~riment 
some grounds for doubt are valid. 
Because of the success of Darcy's law in saturated flow it seemed 
desirable to adapt the equation to solutions of unsaturated flow prob-
lems . Gardner (1936) introduced an undetermined function (f) into the 
equation giving 
v - -k rV<%> 
and Gardner and Gardner (1950) attempted to detennine the nature of the 
function (f). k is taken as the saturated penooability and (f) was 
assumed to be a function of moisture content. 
Darcy's law combined with the equation of contimrlty is very diffi-
cult to solve (requiring approximations), an objection which can be 
applied to tre equation of Richards (1,931) and the stokes- avier 
4. By private conmrunication. 
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hydrodynamic equation. 
The pressure gradient is a f unction of soil moisture content or 
tensi on as i s the parameter k or (f ), the moisture content and t ension 
varyin considerably in the unsaturated soil. 
Gardner and Gardner (1950) state that there may be a gradient re-
suIting from the dynamic process , a conclusion arrived a t in determina-
tion of the na:b..lre of ( f) . This would indicate that static neasurements 
. ~ 
of variabl~s entering into the dynamic f low equation could lead to 
serious discrepancies. The system would have to be investigated at 
least where steady state conditions were established and even t hese may 
not resolve entirely the conditions existing at the wetting front. 
Barrer (1951 ) has pointed out discrepancies between steady state f low 
and transient flow of gases and vapors through porous media. The latter 
method reveals certain weal<ness of the fonner rethod. 
Childs and Collis-George (1950) have presented data to show t at 
the velocity of flow in coarse textured soils at high moisture contents 
where the variation of moisture content in the soil column was small was 
linearly related to t he potential gradient. This is taken to substan-
tia te the validi ty of Darcy's law in unsa tn rated flow. 
Diff usion theoEl~ The diffusion theory bas ed on the second law of 
, 
Fick has been ex~nsivelY a plied to chemical and physical systems. The 
second law in differential form is 
do _ D o2c (32) 
at ax2 
p 
where c is the concentration, t the time, x the direction of diffusion 
" 0' 
and D the diffusion coefficient. This equation has been a pplied to 
mois~re movement in soil. The equation refers to the accumulation of 
water f.t a given point in a medium as a function of time. It refers 
r \ 
,.-
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then to a non-stationary state 0 flow . any solutions to e di fusion 
equation have been reviewed by Barrer (1941) and Jost (19 2). 
It is a parent that differences in concentration of th s orbate in 
different arts of the system 'Jill result in movement · of sor ate t o 
re gions of lower concentration from re ions of hie;her concentration. In 
soil, the concentration of water per unit bulk volume of dry soil is the 
usual method of expressing the concentration . OViever, on this basis it 
has been found that moisture movement sometimes occurs a ainst a concen-
tration gradient. The reason for this p 1enomenon is not clear, but it 
is believed to be related to hysteresis. If the tension gr adient is 
considered, however, the movement is in the di-rection predicted. Shrink-
ing and swelline of the soil colloids may also contribute to this 
discrepancy. The error might be resolved by expressinB the concentra-
tion on a more fundamental basis. 
Childs (1936) has employed diffusion theo~ to describe water move-
ment in fim textured soils. Some investigators object to the use of 
the diffusion theory on the basis that the equation does not contain the 
variable causing f loVi as does the Darcy law. It is assumed then that 
those who object to the theor.y that moisture movement is down a concen-
tration gradient prefe r to consider the dri ring f orce as a hydraulic 
potential gradient . It can also be stated that a concentra tion gradient 
is a chemical potential bradient. 
Ostashev (1936) used one of the solutions of the diffusion equation 
in experiments he conducted , the results of which he believed established 
the theory. Kirkham and Feng (1949) investigating the equation of 
Ostashev f ound tha t experiment did not support the diffusion equation. 
'lhey concluded that the diffusion theory does not account f or the move-
ment of moisture und~r capillary forces f rom a free water surface into 
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an unconpressed air dry soil. Instead they found that free water is 
i bibed under capillary forces into a uniform ai r dry s oil in the ori-
zontal direction according t o the law 
Q = A t 2 + a 
and the movement of the wetted front according to the law 
1 
X e B t2 + b 
here a, b are constants added to account for t he presumed action of 
inertial forces or of other effects at or near X = 0 •. :
A, B are constants, X is the distance to the wetted front from the 
wetted end of the column, and is the quantity of awr entering unit 
cross -sectional area fer unit time. They quote data of Ostashev and 
Gardner and lidstoe (1926) as well as their own to substantiate their 
equations. -Ga~er5 has disagreed wi th Kirkham and Feng concerning the 
data of Gardner and rTi ds toe • He also disagrees with Swartzendruber, et 
1 
~. (19.54) who a pplied the t "2" law. It is interesting to note that 
deviations f ound by Swartzendruber (1954) for the quantity of water 
i mbibed by capillary forces may have been caused by the variation of 
contact angles in soils. 
Gardner6 has found the empirical ~quation e atb better describes 
the infiltration process. is the quantity of water imbibed fE r uni t 
cross-sectional area in time t; a, b are parameters. The pararooter b 
is not restricted to a value of t as given by Kirkham and Feng. He also 
states the relation between the time and distance to the wetted front 
where X is the distance to the wetted front from t e wettin end in t ime 
t J while c and d are parameters dependent, of course, on the soil . d can 
5. ?n blished re )ort. 
6 . Unpublished report. 
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have values other than 0 . 50 . 
Gardner7 has attempted to resolve the discrepancy and has found that 
the method of plotting the data is important. For snall t the value of 
band d may be ! but for greater t the values deviate from~. He quotes 
examples of Kirkham and Feng and Swartzendruber to show the discrepancy. 
Klute (1952) combined the equation of continui ty and Darcy's law to 
obtain an equation describing the horizontal flow process. He employed 
an iterative method of numerical analysis, proposed h Crank and Henry 
(1949), U;' obtain a solution to the equation of the form 
.Ml.. • a (n i§.) at Ox ax 
where e is the moisture content on volume basis, X the distance to 
wetted front, and D the diffusivity. 
The theory predicts the lilenomena of a wetted front . However, the 
predicted wet ted front advaoced too rapidly and the moisture content in 
the zone of the wetted front decreased too rapidly as the f ront advanced . 
This appears to be the first tire that t heory has predicted the exist-
ence of the wetted front. 
Whether the wetted front is a sharp boundary or not is a matter of 
conjecture. Although it appears to be such fran observation, considera-
tion of the distribution of pore sizes in soil would indicate that the 
front is of a diffuse nature because of the variations of pore sizes . 
Moisture might precede the visual front in pores of very small 
dimens ions. 
Mi l ler and tiller (1955a) have presented a theory of capillary flow 
based on t he assumption that the classical differential equations of 
surface tension and viscous flow govern the behavior of liquids Ni thin 
7 • Unpublished re port. 
the microscopic pores and channels of an unsaturated porous ~dia. 
The consequence arising from their assumptions appear as macro-
scopic differential equations expressed in reduced variables and con-
taining 2 time independent functionals of pressure which exhibit 
hysteresis and are characteristic of the xoodia. 
S2 
'!be authors recognize the limitations of the theory by enu~ration 
of the assumptions such as: 
A rigid system (no shrinking or sw.e ing) 
Negligible effect of adsorbed l~ers 
No entrapped air 
No growth of micro-organisms, etc. 
(A direct consequence of the theory is that tension gradients cause naw IX.. 
and the theory as stated by tbero is applicable only to the coarse silt 
to sand range of soils .\ Furtmrmore, the theory is closely related to 
the non-linear di ffusion equations of Klute. The equations under cer-
tain comi ti ons reduce to a versi on of the equation postulated by 
Richards (1931). 
This should not be surprising as many of the assumptions made by 
Richards are present in the theory. Also, equations derived from a 
roochanical approach are very similar in fom to diffusion equations. As 
to the driving force causing flow whether it be a concentration gradient 
or tension gradient, the two are related and under a given set of 
conditions become comparable. 
tiller am Mille r (1955b) show that the surface tension of water 
enters into the equation through the denominator of the reduced pressure. 
I t is not clear in what marmer t he contact angle may influence the 
equations if t here is one, but it would 8.}lpear that the assumptions 
eliminate this factor. Graphs of moisture characteristic curves from 
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pressure membr a ne data are recorded. Tl e surface tension was reduced by 
a detergent to illustrate the surface tension effect . gain it sh ould 
be stressed that the effect of tre contact angle may not be realized 
unless the water is in motion . EquilibriUr.1 pr e sure membrane measure-
ments may mask this e ffect. .1. The authors a~pear to have accepted t he t2 
law as proposed by Kirkham and Fen'l' . I t is not clear , } owever , how the 
2 
non-linear diff usion equation and the t2 law can b oth be ex~cted to 
yield the same result. 
Tisellus (1934, 1935) has investigated the diffusion of water and 
ammonia in zeolites. Zeolites are a f orm of the silicate minerals, a 
group which include clays, the alumina silicates . ' fica and montmorillon-
i te have laminated silicate structure, the counterpart of which is the 
heulandite, a platy fonn of the zeolite silicate . 
Zeoli te typ3 crystals are so formed that channels run through them ' 
into which various gases and vapors as well as cations fEnetrate. The 
channels are of molecular dimensions. 
Tiselius assumed Fick's law to be valid and employed a solution of 
the diffusion equation in the form 
Cp is the concentra tion at plane X - 0 assumed constant; eX is the con-
centration at plane X a X at time t; Co is the concentration constant 
for all X at the beginning of the experiment; D is the diffusion coeffici-
ent. A s imilar solution of the equation was used by Ostashev and tested 
by Kirkham and Feng (1949) . 
Tiselius found the linear equation predicted values which deviated 
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from experiment after sore time had elapsed. However , as the difference 
between Cp and Co became small the values of D were nearly constant, 
e. g., the linear equation was valid. He extended the work by a 4 plying 
the non-linear diffusion equation and calcula ted the concentration 
dependence of the diffusion coefficient as well as energies of activa-
tion for the diffusion ~roces • 
Barrer and Ibbi tson (1941), Barrer and Jost (1949), and Barrer 
(19h4) considerin the possible value of zeoli tic ty~e crystals in 
industry as molecular sieves, have made an ex te nsi ve investigation of 
the properties of these minerals . Various kirrls of gases and vapors 
have been used. The adsorption isotherms were usually of B.E. T. type 
. 
I. They have considered t he tre nnodynamics of the adsorpti on-diffusion 
process and have sho-,m hOVI the adsor tion of modifiers such as water 
may modify t he diffusion of other ases and vapors . 
Various forms of the diffusion equation had reen found to be 
applicable 0 In many cases the activation energies for the diffusion 
process were calculated. The energy proces is associated lit h diffu-
sian of molecules d~n narrmv channels (here periodic ener y barriers 
are encountered by the diff usate. The energy barriers take the f orm of 
cations or adsorbed molecules of a modifier previously introduced . 
Of particular interest is the kinetic process of water vapor 
diff usion in mon trno rill oni te investi ated by Barrer am l1acLeod (1954) 0 
1 
A linear ro m of the diffus ion equation involvin 'the t2 relati on 
s ho md liooar plots of t he data at 3230 K. In a second e xperiment 
(195.5 ), using similar samples of montmorilloni te hl t treated wi th tetra 
ethyl and tetra methyl anunonium chloride, the larGe organic molecule 
had separated the lamellae t o such an extent tha t measurement of the 
kinetic process became i mpossible because of its rapidity. 
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Barrer and UacKenzie (1954) determined adsorption kinetics and iso-
therms of gases and vapors on attapulgi te. Considerable dev:ia tion from 
the linear diffusion law was obtained but the process was very rapid 
even though penetration occurred. 'Ihis ~retration may have accounted 
for lack of lineari ty although good agreement between experiment and 
theory was obta~d previously for montmorilloni te and water vapor. 
Differential thermodynamic functions II F , II H and II S were calculated. 
The data indicate the heterogeneity of sorption site~, part of which 
could be associated with the rough nature or the attapulgi te crystal •. 
Barrer, Drake and Whittam (1953) have re,tX)rted interestiqs studies 
concernin sorption and diffusion of various gases, organic vapors and 
1-
water in potassium benzene sulfonate. The t2 law was found to apply 
but the coefficient k relating quantity of adsorbate taken Ip and ti.me 
was not a simple coefficient but involved chemical processes which 
occurred during sorption. The work is interesting from t he point of 
view of hysteresis and shrinking and swelling which also occur in solis. 
Activation energies then were not simply related to the diffusion pro-
cess. The k coefficient, however, does involve the diffusion coeffici-
ent D which is an exponential function of the temperature. 
Other ~ equations. Many experinents have been conchcted on fluid 
flow through refractories made of clay and sands. For water many of 
1 1 
the expe'riments have been of a na·ture such that the ."later cmducting 
rna terial was saturated. I n the expeJj-imental work extensive use has been 
\ I 
made of Poisuelli's equation or roodifications of this equation. Many 
corrections have been introduced. 
(1) Deviations of the cross-section of an average :fX)re from 
ci rcular shape. . 
I , 
J \ 
(2) Increased length of a sinuous path through the media as compared 
with its a})parent lenoth and so a greater pressure gradient across the 
specimen is needed to maintain a flow rate equal to that for a straight 
path. 
(3) The energy consumption resulting from alternate expansion and 
contraction of cross-section. 
Adzumi (see Barrer J 1941) presented theories which iIx: Iude SOIJl3 of 
these factors. In various equations tortuosity facto . and corrections 
for "slip flow" are made. The so-called "friction factor tl introduced 
by Reynolds is widely used in engineering for saturated now of water 
in various nateria1s. A roughness factor has been introduced in some 
cases to account for the unevermess of · the pore walls. Attempts have 
been made to correlate particle size at constant porosity with perme-
ability. Reviews of such investigations are found in the literature of 
Muskat (1936), Barrer (1941) and Sulivan, et~. (1942). Most of the 
equa tions J however J are not a s successful in soil material where col-
loidal rna tter are important constituents and the now occurs unde r a 
tensi on. 
In studies of moisture f low in soil and porous media Bell and 
Cameron (1906) found t he relation between distance 1 to the wetted front 
am t ine t 
where n i s generally greater than 2. C is a constant. 
Green and Arnpt (1911) starting wi th oisuelli's equation intro-
duced the factors of saturation and pore space into the equation relating 
moisture floo to pressure. They fotmd a n approximate constant relation-
s hip between the distance x to the wetted f ront as a f unction of tizoo or 
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x.2 
- .. constant. 
t 
A similar relation f or the mass of water, m, imbibed in 
m2 t i me t was also obtained , e. g., t .. constant. The contact aq::; le lias 
taken as zero. 
Lamb (1950) combined Darcy's law and oisuelli's law in studies of 
water movement in soils hl t found that tile colunm was not saturated 
behind the wetting front. Le then introch.lced a term for degree of satura-
tion and another parruooter to account for water tens i on at the Tetted 
surface in addi tion to the total head, to ethe r whicH with the di stance 
of wetting gave the adient. 'fue equation included 
(i}2 _ 2 ks (ho + he'l 
S n 
x is the distance to the wetted front in time t; lea the permeability; 
S the degree of saturation; n the porosity of the soil; ho the total 
head and hc the tension at the wetted front dissipated over the en tire 
distance x. Straight line plots of x2 vs. t were obtained. 
It is interesting to note that this relation between x and t and Q 
and t can be obtained both from diffusion the ory and the capillary tube 
theory. fi th added constants to accOlmt f or i nitial stages of wetting 
which appear , regardless of the theory, the s ame relation is given in 
Kirkham's equation. Since the latter makes no attempt to evaluate the 
constants in the equation , it would s~em that no advantage can be 
attached to the empirical Kirkham equation over that of Green and Ampt 
or Lamb. Swartzendruber,!::.!:.::!. (1954) gave a derivation of Kirkham's 
equation based on uniform ca illaries. Although the di ffusion equation 
in the form tested by Kirkham and Fent> did not redict the moisture 
distribution with distance, it has the advantage of beine a theoretical 
equation which can be used in other f orms to yield valuable information 
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c oncernin t he interaction of water and soil. 
Anderson (1946) has enumerated the advantage of using oisuelli l s 
equation over Darcy 's law for d~scribin infiltration of ater into 
soil. He includes both gravity and surface tension f orces and illus-
trates that flaw with respect to temperature effect is inversely 
roportional to the viscosity. This is a very cormnon and logical 
assmnption. If we consider water moving in a tube a nd the nature of a 
change of contact anGle which could 
easily occ~, the discrepancies 
often found between ex~riment and 
Poisuelli's law assuming zero contact 
angle are understandable . 
)-
Reversal of meniscus J a 
result of poor wettability. 
r> 
cf Low J et al. (1953) have presented a very interesti~ approach in 
the solution of the mechanism of moisture f low. In the theory based on 
thernodynamics, he has stressed too imIX>rtance of force fields which 
include the diffuse double layer and adsorption forces. In sp3cial 
cases the equation reduced to a fono of the Darcy equation. Osmotic 
forces are also treated which eliminate the assumption that these are 
of no consequence . A1 though it is very useful as a concept, the 
difficulty in application has not been overcome. The fundamental weak-
ness ~the prediction of a rate process from thermodynamic theory. 
Recognizing the limitations of previous tre rmodynamic approaches 
to the solutions of the flow problem, Taylor (19.55) has presented a 
thermodynamic treatment based on recent deve loproonts in the thermodynam-
ics of adsorbed f ilms on solids . He was a ble to relate the com onents 
of the equation to various f actors consistent with present-day soil 
moisture entities , to project the theory into a r actical usable theory. 
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Going a step further, the theory is able to predict tm reJa tion between 
soil and plants as to the very important problem of water availability. 
This appears to be the first theoretical attempt to describe this com-
plex relation in usable form. S01'OO data of a qualitative nature 
supporting the theory has been published (1956). 
Absolute ~ theo£Y. The absolute theory of rate reactions in chemi.-
cal systems has recei ved intensive study in recent years (cn.asstone" 
~aidler and Eyring, 1941). The theory has attempte-d ~to link the theory 
z· 
of thermodynam:i.cs to rate processes. In this connection, the theory of 
viscosi ties of liquids as well as diffusion theory in certain simple 
cases has been included. Although the treory has rot been extended to 
complicated systems such as soil and water, it indicates very clearly 
the close relationship between diffusion and viscosi t y. I t vould seem 
to emfhasize too caution that must be exercised when applying the values 
of viscosity for water in the bulk state to water in the soil. 
Conclusions from Ii terature reviewed 
The literature reviewed would indicate there is evidence that soils 
exhi bi t a resistance to wetting. The resistance may exist only f or a 
short time at any point in relation to time involved in IOOvement of a 
given voluroo of water moving through the soil, but however temporary the 
influence it has on moisture movement in unsaturated ~ils it may be of 
considerable importance . 
The review further emphasizes the possibility that, considerable \ 
deviation from properties of bulk water may occur in water situated in I ¥ ' 
the pores of soil. The more complex the soil in its constituents, the 
more deviation ~ occur. Theories which find experimental verification 
in too simple systems of sand are inadequate when one introduces silt 
and clay as well as organic materials into the systemo The particle 
size and shape and colloidal material cannot be i[lllored. 
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The application of detailed studies of adsorption isotherms for 
understanding the mechanism of soil water interaction has not been used 
extensively by soil scientists. As more information on this t ype of 
experimenta lion becomes available, a better unders tanding of the state 
of the film will be obtained. Calorimetric data will also add useful 
information when combined with the adsorption isothe~. 
Various flow equations used in describing moisture maveroont in soil 
have proved valuable in practice as well as contributing to an under-
standing of the mechanism of tUlSaturated now of moisture. Hooever, 
many questionable assumptions have been introduced without experimental 
verification and have been widely accepted. It is conunon practice to 
study moisture flow in soils in the wet range only, where the moisture 
tension is less than 600 ems. of water. It is probably more correct, 
however, that many plants grOVI in ranges of moisture tension which are 
seldom below 600 ems. tension. oisture movement in the drier range 
has received very little examination. Considerable error may be intro-
duced by application of principles found approximately valid in the wet 
range to the drier range of moisture contents. This raises the question 
of the validity of Darcy's law. 
The normal values of viscous flow have been assumed to be valid in 
most theoretical developments and practical application. The contact 
angle between soil and water is taken as zero. ~ any equations defEnd 
explicitly on the validity of Darcy's law. 
It is, therefore, hypothesized that soils exhibit a resistance to 
wetting and this resistance is not implicit in the viscosity term for 
6J. 
viscous now of vater throu Gh porous roodia . The result of t is resist-
ance may take tre fom of energy barriers present by virtue not only of 
difficultly wetted materials in soil but also oocause of the particle 
shape and arrangement, shrinking and ffi'lelling. Hysteresis is a conse-
quence of such a hypothesis. 
Further developnent of the theory of absolute r ate reactions will 
help to clarify the diffusion process . 
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ORY 
Soils are porous solids of unconsoli date d material . This nass of 
material consists of particles of s and , silt and clays as well as 
minerals such as calcite, quartz , ealena , e tc. Because of the crystal-
line nature of the mate rial making up the solid pha;>e there is a large 
ran - of sizes and shapes. They range from shapes approximating 
spheres to fla particles such as is t he nature of montmorillonite, 
illite or kaolinite . There are many corners, edees , cracks , fissures , 
hills and valleys. The spaces are pores of very irregular walls with 
rough surface , interconnected, hardly of a uni f orm ca i llary nature 
although it may be convenient to think of them as capillaries of a very 
rou h form. Soil has the ability to adsorb cations and anions whi ch are 
present to a breater or lesser extent . Organic matter and or anic 
materials containing biological life are present, mixed wi th the solid 
material; eums are considered important bindin a~ents . The empty spaces 
in a given volume are occupied by air, which is also dissolved in the 
water and adsorbed on the solid. The solid Iilase often swells upon 
wet tine . 
The solid surface is of a heterogeneous nature wm ch in terms of 
free energy means a variation of surface energy over t he solid surface. 
Consider this as soil with out any assumptions as to Srlooth spheres, 
capillary tubes or homogeneity. 
The retention of water in soil is an i mportant s oil water ch racter-
istic. 10 less important is the movement of water for use by the plant , 
drainaoe or irrigation . Consequently , water is constan t ly moving 
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through the rough hetero eneous material and is either being replenished 
or depleted, often under tension. 
'!he conservative forces involved in water movement are gravitational 
and hydrostatic pressure. Other forces such as adsorption forces and 
osmotic forces may modify the flow process. Inertial. forces are dis-
regarded because velocity of flow is small and acceleration practically 
zero in most soils problems. The exception to this is the initial 
moverent of water into dry soils. ; 
The hydrostatic pressure may be negative in nature, in which case 
the vapor-liquid interface and the geometry of this interface become 
important. 
In the previous pages it has been shown how the interfacial free 
energies are op3rati ve. The influence of the roughness of the surfaces 
on water movement can be of considerable m gnitude. The contact angle 
in soil then does not depend entirely on the solid-liquid-vapor rela-
tion. Frictional resistance to motion does not depend entirely on the 
normal viscosity of water . The frictional resistance has been extended 
to include the free energy barriers which are a consequence of the par-
ticle size, shape and alTangement , shrinkin and swelling. This suggests 
that it may be possible to have a potential gradient of finite value 
wi thout hann liquid flow of water in soil. 
To demonstrate 'whether wetting resistance is appreciable, of course, 
depends on the magnitude of the energy changes involved and the accuracy 
wi th hich these changes can be measured. The difficulty of demonstrat-
in contact angles n soil which is a convenient way of evaluating the 
solid-liquid interaction has not been overcome. One , therefore, must 
resort to other nethods. 
It has been shoml that measurements of diffusion coefficients in 
various materials can y ield considerable information concerning the 
movement of gases J vapors and liquids through these materials. ',fuere 
the flow has been dependent on energy of activation the di f fus ion coef-
ficient or permeation constant has been ' shmm to be tem~ra ill re depend-
ent. The relationship is of exponential nature, e. ' ., 
-E 
D _ DO e 1tT (40) 
D is the diffusion coeff icient. DO is the diffusion coefficient in 
absence of activation energies. It may include tm. ' portant factor of 
entropy. E is the acti va tion energy J R the gas constant and T the 
absolute tem~ra ture. The driving force causing moveroont may be either 
movement down a concentration gradient or movement of sorbate from 
sorbate rich area to a sorbate poor area. 
As too determination of free surface eoorgy in soils as it is 
related to the dynamic process of flow is an exceedingly di f ficult 
although not insurmountable task, it was decided to employ as a first 
approximation another experimental approach. It was necessary to 
reveal whether or not the f low process is exponenti ally related to 
tempera ture. 
A formal treatJOOnt based on Fick 1 s law Vii thout a kinetic picture 
of Vlbat is happening was applied. Diffusion by spreading of the liquid 
through the interstices was investigated. In the treatrIJ3nt, a simple 
form of the diffusion law was first applied as it was found that for 
short periods of tiIOO this approximated conditions. No attempt is made 
in too experiment to determine the distribution concentration of 
mois 'blre in the horizontal soil columna. 
So~ution 2.£ diffusion equation 
Consider first the case when the solid is unbounded and the initial 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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concentration is given by the equation 
c ~ ., f (x) 
the equation of diffusion reduces to 
since c depends on x and t only; c is the concentration, t t he time, D 
the diffusion coefficient, and x the distance. 
A solution to (~) is sought after. In many of the solutions of 
the diffusion equation c - r ( f. ) or more specifica"d y c - exp (- 4. ) 
Substi tution into (~) and differentiation s hows that the simplest 
possible solution is not of this form. In a more direct way try the 
expression 
c _ g (x) h (t) exp (- A x2/ t) 
and require that the solution be the simplest one vmich rem:dns fim te 
at x - 0 except for toO. 
Consider the expression f or some function u. 
u = ,1 • exp x2 Jt - 'Ant 
We have g (x) 11: 1 h (t) a}t 
Differentiate with respect to (t) 
au 1 (x2 ) x2 (x.2 ) o t III - ;1'/2 exp - 4IfE + 4ritS/ 2 exp - L~t (45 ) 
and dif ferentiate twice with respect to x 
_._ exp + x exp d~ 1 (~) 2 
d x2 21t3/2 - 4Dt 4D2t572 
By substitution i nto (42) it is noted that this ex ression is a 
particular i ntegral of tre differential equation . Therefore , 
1 (x _ x1 )2 ) 
--- exp - ~~--
2J1TDt 4Dt 
is also an in te eral • 
Since the equation (47) is linear, the sum of an number of particu-
lar inteurals is also an inte ale The ref ore , 
c _ 1 f er} f (xl) exp ( -( x - xl) 2 ) d xl (h 8) ~ .~ ~t 
satisfies equa'ion (42) assuming that t .is i nte (..) r al i conver ent . 
Since u was any function it i s taken as co rre ponding t o c here . 
" Putting 
xl _ x + t!.ATDt 
we find by substi tuting this value for xl in e quation (48) 
c _ -..!.... Jer} f~ .. 2.,;Dt~ } exp(-{2) d ~ fi - CX) 
In the limit when t -0 f { x + 2 Dt ~} - f (x) 
(50) 
if this functio is continuous; and it is assumed that t he li i ling 
value of t his integral is given by 
fro 2 -..!.... . f (x) exp( -{ ) d( (51) fir -CX) 
which is equal t o f (x) . Both these conditions are necessary. There-
fore, the concentration in the infinite solid at time t because of the 
initial concentrati on c c f (x) is given by 
c _ 1 f (fJ f (xl) exp (_ (x ziDl1 ) 2 ) d xl 
~ - CO 
This integral is convergent when t > a and it ca n be differentiated 
under the sign of integration both with regard to x and t (Car~law, 
1921) • Thus it can be verif ied that c (Xl t ) satisfies the di f ferential 
equation. I t has been shovfn' (Carslaw, 1921} that 
.lim C (Xl t) _ f (x) 
t-O 
The general treatment f or the i nfinite case can be extended to the semi. -
infini te solid where the initial concentration is f (x) . The 
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semi.-infini te solid refers to the porous material extending from zero 
to infini ty • 
Semi-infinity ~. let the solid be bounded by the plan x ~ 0 and 
extend to infini ty in the positive x - direction, the initial concentra-
tion as before being c = f (x) and the plane x _ 0 being kept at zero 
concentration. 
Suppose the solid to be continued on the negative side of the plane 
x c 0 and too initial concentration at -.xl (xl >0) .to be f (xl) the 
initial c6ilcentration at xl being r (xl). ith thls distribution the 
plam x • 0 will remain at zero. 
From (52) separating the limits of integration to correspond to 
the distribution on 2 sides of the plane x _ 0 
Note that the order of integration is changed by too change of signs of 
This· vaue of c satisfies all the conditions of the problem of the semi-
infini te solid where as stated above the bounding plane is kept at zero 
concentration. 
When the im tial concentration is more specifically a constant -Co 
(before we took c - f (x) the ex ression 
c. 1 f CD f(x1) { exp(- ex - xl) 2 ) _ exp (_ ex + xl)2 2j~~ 0 @t ~t 
can be simplified by substitutine 
xl = x + 2~ .JDt, in t e first part of (55) ~ 
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and xl • -x + 2~.j'Dt in the second part of (55). (21) 
-co J.~ t _((x - (x + 2 €DtYf)- exp -~ + (-x + 2 € Dtj2}dxl 
c. ~ ex , 4D 4Dt 2~~m t o 
(58) 
Note f or xl ill 0 (56) becomes fill ... --!-
, ~ 
and xl - 0 (57) becomes !-....!.-~ 
(~) and (58) may be written 
. ~ 
(59) 
which is precise~ 
Co 
c ., --
.fiT (f?Q) 
Since the function is symmetrical about the plane x cs 0, (60) may be 
'Written 
Since many of the integrals of the diffusion equation lead ro the error 
function, it is possible to use tables of error functions in ,nuroorical 
solutions of the diffusion equation. 'lhe error fuootion is sonetimes 
referred to as t he probability function. It is standard procedure to 
wri te for the error function 
x 2 
err x -...L 1 exp (- ~ ) de 
..Iv o 
The solution of the problem then for the semi-infini. te 'soli.d f or initial 
69 
concentration -<:0 and boundary surface zero 
c c -Co erf (Wt) (63) 
obtained directly f rom equation (61) by substitution. If to the solu-
tion equation (63) is added the solution for the di fferential equation 
where c - Co for x>OJ t>O, we obtain the solution 
C a Co ( 1 - erf ~ ) 
; 
Revi~ing the initial and boundary conditions bef ore proceeding, 
the assumptions are: 
1. Semi-infinite solid 
2. c z Co at x = 0 for all t 
3. c -= 0 for 0 < x < ex:> at t = 0 
4. oc _ D ~ 
ot Oxt:. 
The solutions for diffusion in the x - direction (64) 
c - Co ( 1 - erf ~ ) 1Dt 
(dC) .. Co ax x • 0 - ./DtTr 
obtained by differentiating (64) with respect to x and taking x = o. 
Recall tha. t 
2 erf x -_ 
.j7r 
d 2 _x 2 
- erf x - - e dx ..fir 
'lbe flux J or diffusion now at x = 0 is then 
J - - D(~) -Co ~ 
x-O ~ 
10 
The total amount of water f 01.llld f or x > 0 has come i nto t he s ampl e by 
diffusion across the plane x :: 0 during t ime t . Theref ore, f or a sample 
of cross-sectional area N t.~e amount sorbed in t ime t is 
a t - N f t Jdt = f t -D \~) dt 
o 0 x e 0 
_ N Co fi f t d T dt - 2 I c~ 
# 0 /i 
~ow i f :: total bulk volume of s ample occupied by solid the n 
--
Qro where z. ro i s amount sorbed at equilibrium • 
. '. substitute Qro in equation (68) f or Co 
V 
Qt _ 2N~ 
Qro V .". 
or 
~_kJt 
ro 
here 
k 2iA 
- T -=;; 
'l\ 
, 
The equation in a somewhat modified f orm has ooen u sed b y BarTer 
studies of vapor and gaseous diffusion in zeolites . 
(69) 
( 70 ) 
(71) 
in 
Activated diffusion. It has been found for t he dif fusi on process 
the diffusion equation involving activation energies may be written 
- ~ E D = DO em' ; log D IS 10 I{) - ( 72 ) 2.3 RT 
in which the energy of activation can be determined from the slope . D 
is t he activated diffusion coeffi cient, DO the diffusi on coefficient in 
absence of activation energies, E the activation energy, R the gas con-
stant and T the temperature . Now it has been shown in (71) .that D is 
contained in the constant k of the diffusion equation . If we take 
k - constant:A) (13) 
From (72) 
- E 
k2 D constant e ~ 
E 2 In k • constant - R'l' 
log k =constant - 2 x 2.3Ex RT 
(74) 
(15) 
(76) 
A method is available whereby the tem~rature dependence of the diffu-
sion process may be tested. k in the diffusion equation as used here 
involves the diffusion coefficient, the cross-secti?n..ru area· of the 
sample, tne volume occupied by the solid and concentration of sorbate 
just inside the ingoing surface as well as the initial concentration. 
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The ooxt step was to determine the rate of infiltration or penetra-
tion as a function of temperature. If the rate of sorption is exponen-
tially related to the temperature, the ~ootration in this case takes 
place with an energy of activation which may be determined from the 
1 
slope of the log k vs. T, as is seen in (1&.). The constant in (76 ) con-
tains the diffusion coeffi cient ~ and may be shown later to be 
i mportant in the flOVl process as it contains the entropy term in 
diffusion. It has been foorld convenient in this work to obtain the 
slo~ of the plots of 
~;;ji 
1 
and plot this as a function of 1!'. The slope obtained in this way will 
be refe~d to as K and c~ntains the saroo tem~rature relationship as 
, 
the coefficient k in the diffusion equation but will ' not have the same 
numerical value as k. The K refers to the slope of ~he lim over its 
l inear region only. This in no way detracts from the value of the 
method as it is the temperature-flow-relationship that is of interest. 
1 From graphs of log K vs. 'T tie slope of K of the straight line is 
12 
E 
equated to - 2 x 2.3 R from which the value of the ene of acti vation 
can be obtakled. 
In summary it can be said that the hypothesis has been advanced, 
suegesting moisture f low in unsaturated soils is an acti va ted process 
whereby the water has, under certain conditions, an activation energy re-
quired t o overe orne free energy barriers associated with the physical 
and chemical nature of the soil material. 
It is purposed to use a siro le form of the diffusion equation to 
test the hypothesis . The absorption of water by soils in the horizontal. 
direction will be measured as a function of tempera illre. The required 
relat ionship between the absorption and temperature will indicate whether 
activation energies are present and too magnitude of the e nergies . 
I.. 
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METHODS AND OCEDURE 
Soils 
Millville loam and {asatch sandy loam were the 2 ooil8 used in this 
investi gation. Various size f r actions were obtained by sieving. For 
the loam soil these were in t he size r ange 
For pandy loam 
• 20 mm . - .246 mm • 
. 1 4 mm. - .073 rom • 
• 250 mm. - .177 mm. 
< .295 rmn. 
The loam fractions were separated from each other taken from 1 large 
composi te sample. All soils were air dry. 
Tube sizes 
In early experiments a filtration tube three-fourths inch in mam-
I 
eter, in the bottom of ' which was sealed a ceramic porous disc, was used. 
~ , 
I 
It was possible wi th this tube to wet the soils up ~t hir)ler tensions 
I 
than with apparatus used in subsequent experiments. oil was packed 
\ 
into the tubes using a packin I machine which drop~ the tube a unif onn 
distance f or a given number of times. Later experime,nts employed 2 
\ 
sizes of 1.U1iform bore glass tubes 30 cms. long and '().J cm. 2 cross-
se~tional area and 45 cms. Ion and .4 cm. 2 cross-sectional a rea. Soil 
was packed into the tubes by tampin designed to i ve as uniform packi 
as possible. 'lbe bulk density of the s ampl es varied in s~e samples , 
and it is realized that as i n other procedures absolute u~ormi ty is 
not obtained even a t constant bulk densi t y . 
Si nce too equat ion unde r consideration does not include gravity 
forces, it was necessary to i nves tigate the infi l t r ati on of a ter into 
soil in t he horizontal direction. A system was set up ~hereby the 
quantity of water oving into t he soil as a f unction of time could 00 
determined under isothermal conditions . Usually the soils ere wetted 
up under tension which coul d be vari ed as desi red. 
Apparatus 
74 
The apparatus (figure 4) consisted in part of a 24-gallon rectan-
gular tank which contained coolin coils and a heati g element f or 
maintenance of a constant temperature . The temperature control con-
sisted of a Thermocap Relay ( Taylor, 19.5.5) with a micro-condenser and a 
trermoneter 6Taduated in tenths of degrees. The control maintained 
temperature wi thin: .1 C. and had the advantage of easily changed bath 
temperatures. 'later passed from the constant level reservoir throueh 
a horizontal graduated capillary tube, into which a bubble of air could 
be introduced by a suction bulb, and into a copper rube i n the constant 
temperature bath to brin it to the bath temp3 r ature before entering 
the s oil sample. 
111e soil samples were contained in glass tubes as previously 
described. At one end was a small piece of t ygon tubing i nto \\'h ich had 
been fitted a coarse stainless steel wire rresh. On top of this as 
placed a very coarse piece of filter paper after which the r;lass rods 
were inserted before packi • After picking , a piece of glass tubing, 
to which a copper disc of the rl eh t diameter was fastened , was inserted 
in the opposi te open end to keep t he soil in place . A piece of rubber 
tubing was then slipped over t he end of too assembly on tile glass tube 
soil cmtainer and elevated above the bath wate r l evel to keep water 
from entering the tube. 
All soil samples were brought to equilibrium tet!l~rature of the 
1. 
1. Water tank 
2. Stirrer 
3. Thermocap Relay 
4. Constant head assembly 
.5. Bub ble supply syringe 
6 
6. Calibrated capillary tube and scale 
7. Copper tube 
S. Sample tube 
• Rubbe r breather tube 
10. Stop clock 
~ 
--1 1-----"11 
II 
100. 
B. 
li. 
12. 
13. 
14 • 
, 
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Enlar ged view of joint 
Glass water conduotor 
Tygon tubing joiner 
Coarse stainless steel screen and 
coarse filter paper 
Sample tube 
Fieure 4. Design of apparatus for the isothennal intrcxiuction of water into tubes containing soil 
at constant temperature 
\it 
" 
16 
bath before infiltration began. At the proper time the soil sample was 
joined to the vater source . rfuen water was introduced under tension, a 
slight suction on the opposite end of the soil tube was necessa~ to 
start the water. At the moment of contact, a bubble readine was taken 
and the clock starte d. 
' During infiltration the samples were clam~d in proximi ty to a 
scale marked in millimeters . It was possible then to take measurements 
of the distance of the wetted front from the source. ¥ a function of 
ti "e. Although these relations do not appear in the equation, the 
addi tional information was obtained to check other publis ed data.~ 
CThe volUIOO of the tube, tile weight of dry soil and Jet soil were 
also obtained to determine the bulk density and as a check on too total 
amount of water sorbed. 
Often it was not possible to obtain an exact reading of the bubble 
scale at time t = 0 when water was being introduced under tension as it 
was necessary to record the exact t i me when water and soil came in con-
tact. The reading taken at tire t = 1 minute was then the f irst 
accurate reading. '!he quantity of water ~hich entered the soil t = 0 
to t = 1 was qbtained by wei hing the tube before and after infiltration 
and taking the difference between quantity measured and tiE wei t,ht . 
However , very little correction to the actual rooasured amount was needed 
~ihen this value was compared to the weighed value. 
Ex~riments were also conducted using a filtration tube in the 
bottom of which was contained a porous plate . Essentially the saIOO 
method of introducing the water into the sample was used as before , 
ex.cept the tubes were not innnersed in a bath but were maintained at a 
constant temperature in the constant teraperature room at 210 !. 10 Co 
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Wi th this procedure it was possible to study a 1 temp3rature the infil-
tration rate at various tensions of greater rna. ni tude t 
goin procedure allowed. 
the f ore-
Tensions had to be kept low for the sandy man and coarser fracti ons 
of the 1 illville loan . An interesting feature of trn llillville loam is 
the hi percentage of calcium an magnesium carbonates resent being 
40 percent by analysis . 
Determinations were made at 10 , 20 , 30 and 40 · d~grees centigrade 
± 0 .10 centigrade on the different amples . 
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RESULTS 
Porous plate ~ 
The fi rs t experiments were conducted on air dry ,ullville loam of 
size f r a c t i on . 420 . • - .246 mm . These were made using the f iltration 
tube vi t h porous plate at tensions from 25 cns . of wate r to 100 cms . of 
water t 21° c. 
Deviations fr om linearity were obtained during the period of initial 
absorption . It is associated IJi th inertial f orces which occur during 
t his period and oss i Ie other effects. Linear plots of ~tI 00 with~ 
were obtained ove r most of the ~riod of investigation, VIi th some devia-
tion occurrin at the hioher tensions a t l an oer fX3ri ods of time 
( 
(fi re It) . The absorption las s tudied .J.t 1 tem~rature only, so t at 
the activation enerGY of the process could not be determine . However, 
the effect of varying the concentratio at the ingoi nu interface is quite 
evident from figure 5. The change in the concentr tion maintained at 
the in oi n6 end is obtained by changing the tension at which vlater is 
introduced to t he sample . Thi s changes the bound ry conditions . As 
might be expected , the quantity of water sorbed at equilibrium decreased 
with increasin u tension (tabl e 1 ) . The sliGht increase in bulk denSity 
of the samples may have an effect on the di ffus ion coeffi cient , but 
since the increase is small the effect would be small also . 
I n t he study of kinetics the role" hich the porous pla te has in 
the proces is unknown . I t is possible that it rna affect the kineti c 
process considerably ~d the rBsultant data will re f lect the character-
istics of the rous la te • Al thou no kinetic analysis ~as possible 
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Figure '5 . The isothermal absorption of water under different tensions 
by °llville loam usin the porous plate tube 
here, a study should be made of the late characteristics bef ore kine tic 
lOOasurements are made. This criticism may be applied to Gardner I s work 
( J.,'. ) 
(1955} concerning measurement of conductivity values using porous plates 
and membranes i n outflow measurements . Flow through membranes and 
plates may take place in a manne r other than by viscous f loVi (Barrer, J)·If"JS 
1941) • 
For thes e reasons , it was necessa~ in t he prelimina~ study to 
introduce water at lower tensions using a method in. VI i ch appara tus 
effects c ould be minimized by omitting the porous plate. Iso, to 
study the temperature effect on flow, a method of temperature control 
was needed as previously described. 
Absorption of water ~ Mi llville loam in lass tubes 
M~illville loam soil of .104 mm. - . 073 mm . size f raction was 
packed i nto glass tube s 45 cms. long and 0.4 cm. cross-sec tional area . 
The soil was wetted under 13 ems. of water tensi on a t 10, 20, 30 and 40 
! 0 .1 degrees centigrade. Table 1 indicates t hat t he amount of water 
absorbed at equilibrium was fairly constant at all temperatures. 
-
Ref erence to fi gure 6 indicates the infiltration f ollowed t he 
~ff~sion law during part of the time of wetti only . The characteris-
,:. " 
tic ;deviations during the ini tial wetting period were pre sent as bef ore 
and in all subsequent sar.lples i nvestigated. I ntroduction of the vlater 
into the tubes by suction is difficult to reproduce , resulting in a 
variance in the establishment of an initial constant concentra tion at 
the intc:> ... 3.C8 . 
Deviations from lineari t y were obtained at longer feriods of time. 
I t would appear t hat t h e boundary C ondi tions of t he di ffusion equa lion 
have been exceeded, since the di ffusion coef ficient is a func t ion of 
the concentrat ion hich i s not const nt wi th distance . 
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Fi ure 6. The absorption of 'later by OIlvi lle loam at temp:!ratures of 
10, 20 , 30, 40 degrees C. under a .tensi on of 13 ems . water 
HOVie er l it is possibl e t o obtain values of the slope of t he curve 
over the linear portion of the curve from which the t emperature depend-
ence of t he diffusion coefficient can e examil~d . Log K ith ~ has 
been plotted in fi re 7 from which the slope can be obtained. Equating 
t his to -E/4 .6 n yielded an energy of activa tion of approximate~ 1120 
! 60 cal/mol/degree . The standard error of the slope was determined for 
t is and subsequent values with the range being given at the S p3rcent 
level 0 probabili ty. lit ou6h the value is not la;r J it is not 
expected to be as large a value in soi l a s in systems of zeolites 
studied by Barrer (~ 44) which have values of 2-9K cal/mol/degr ee . The 
heat of wettine fo r tris soil of larger size f raction was a proximately 
5 call It woul d seem t hat the value of 1120 60 call 01/ de ree is 
larue enou~h to be si . icant and co l d have considerable practical 
imI?Ortance. Fur ther investiuation on th is point should clarify the 
i nportance of the ma[jni tude of this quanti ty • 
If the linear por tion of the curve is a gai n considered, avera e 
diffusion coeffici ents can be calculated f or the di ffusion law as a 
l i.11i tint,:, law . These values are recorde d in tabl e 1 . 'The d i ference at 
the various temperatures is certainl y not of rea t rna nitude , but is of 
I / 
the same order as Klut e ' s (1952) diflusivi ty values . Iowever, there is 
some evidence that the process involves e ner Gies of a ctivation associ -
ated with f r ee enero barriers . 
Absor')tion of water El Wasatch sandy l oa 
Fo lowing the same rocedure as for .u. llville loam t he p3netration 
of water into "{asatc h sandy loam at various temreratures w s carried 
out . In this case the tension of wettino was reduced to 5 cms . of water 
and the size fraction was < . 295 :CUll . Reference w fi ~rure 8 sho IS the 
sane deviations fror.l line ri ty, for longer pe riods 0 f tine as was noted 
, ., 7 
~ '·19 
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Figure 7. The coefficient K as a function of temferature for the move-
roont of water into Millville loam at a t ension of 13 cms. of 
water 
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The absorption of water by asatch sandy loam at 20, 30, 40 
degrees C. under a tension of 5 ems . of a ter 
.. . ..  
\ 
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pr eviously . The data for the sampl e at 100 C. have been omitted bec ause 
of a powe r f i l r e resul tin;; in a n e rror in t iming . 
I f one i s justified in analyzin t he data f or the temperat re rela -
tionship , it is f ound that devia tion f rom linearity of log K vs . ~ is 
evident (fi re 9) . The conclusion may be drawn on the ba sis of the 
raph wi th only 3 test points that activa tion e nerr;ies are not con-
elusively a xJpa rent . I t would a }Jpear , however, that if an activa tion 
enerBY had been found i t would have been much smaller' than for Millville 
loam. 
Ta ble 1 resents t 0 interes tinG features , however, which may con-
tribute to the deviation of the coefficient 1 . The rulk density was 
somewhat greater for the sample at 20 0 C. This resulted in a lareer 
quantit y of water being absorbed at equilibrium and could account f or 
slower abs orption i ncreasi n the deviation in the calculation of Y. 
Adjustment of the dif fusion coefficient f or bulk density raises t his 
poi nt to wi thin experimental e rror of we line . 
Abs orption of water i n short lass tubes at !~. tension 
The s ample size used in t he previous investioations was made 
smaller in order to reduce the deviations of the experimental da ta f rom 
the parabolic diffusion e ation used . I t 'Jas expected that deviat ions 
would still occur at lon~er periods of time but vould not be of such 
magnitude. 
Glass tubes 30 cms . long and 0 . 3 c . ~ c ross-sectional area were 
filled with air dry Millville loam of . 104 mm . - • 73 mm . size fraction . 
Figure 10 illustrates the ree ion of linearity of the data wi th some 
deviation occurring as' bef ore bu t not to the same extent . /" 
The log K "vi th ~ gra h of fi gure II indicates considerable deviation 
~ 
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Figure '9 . The coefficient as a func tion of temperature for the 
absorption of water by Vlasateh sandy loam at 5 ems. water 
tension 
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Figure 10 . The absorption of water by .lillville loam at 10, 20, 30, 40 
degrees C. under a tension of 1 em. of wa~r 
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Fi re 11 . The coefficient K as a f uncti on of temperature · f or the 
abs orption of Hater by Millvi l le loam at a ' tensi on of 1 
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of tile determination at 100 C. f rom ·nearit . It is rot knm ' ith 
certainty what effec t t.l,.e bulk densi ty , i ll have on the diffusion pro-
cess but t able 1 indicates that t is san Ie had a siGnificantly hi l~ er 
densi ty than the other sampl es . I t is suspected that increasin the 
bulk density of the sol id phase 70uld decrease the diffusi on coef~icient 
at any iven tension of wetting f or this sample type . '!his may account 
for the apparent deviation of t his sampl e when analyzing the data for 
activation enere~es . . ~ 
The calculated ac t iva tion energy f or these sampl es was 993 ~ 45 
cal/mol/ de ree. 
Decreasing the concentration of water maintained at the in6 0ing 
end of the tube s hould reduce the difference between the concentration 
of water in the soil column and the concentration of wat er initially 
established and maintained .at t he ineoing surface. I n this ·way, t he 
change of the diffusion coefficient with distance or concentration is 
lessened. This should increase the accuracy of · measuremant of the 
dif fusion coefficient. 
I n this experiment , the coarse screen had been fi tted directly 
into the glass tube. Considerable di ffi culty was experienced in pre-
venting wetting of the s ample before t e prescribed time . I t was , 
therefore, necessary to i mprove the desi n of the apparatus . 
Absorption £f. water ~ ti. llville loam at .2.~ . of water tension 
An i mprovement was made in the appar atus f or introdJ.ction of water 
into the glass tube by encasin the coarse screen in a s hort pi ece of 
tygon tubing which joined the s ample tube to t e tube carryin · t he water 
to the sample. This method eliminated the difficulty experienced in 
previous determinations by prevention of leaka ge. 
As in the previous experiment the glass tubes we r e 30 ems. Ion and 
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0 . 3 c~ . cross-sectional area. lallville loam of .104 rom . - .073 mm. 
size f r ac tion was used . The s e tem~rature ran "'e was used as in a ll 
ex erinents but the tension of ~etting was increased t o 5 cms . of water . 
As the water a proached the ends of the tubes , deviations from the 
diffusion law were evident as fi8ure 12 indi cates . Apparently the ten-
.s i on had not been sufficiently increased . The l og K vs . l (figure 13) 
relatio ship, h owever , ob tained f rom tile linear !))rtions of t he curves 
was quite consistent . The e nergy of activation calc~lated fr om the 
. z· 
slope was 1891 ! 30 cal/mol/deuree . Table 1 presents the data f or the 
h temperatures. Some variation in bulk dens i ty is evident resultin in 
a variation of water absorbed at equilibriur.1 . A study of bulk density 
variation on th.e di ffusion coefficient ·~ould be instructive. 
Tabl e 1 is presented as a summary of the data for the a bsorption 
of water by the various sampleso I ncomplete data obtained f or 2 other 
size f r actions of Millvill e loam are a l s o included. 
From the table the f ollowing conclusions can be drawn: 
1 0 As the tension increases , the diffusion coefficient decreases 
'f or any given si ze fraction , bulk density and temp3 r illre (section 1) . 
2. The quanti t y of water sorbed at equilibrium is inversely pro-
portional to the tension maintained at the initial point of wetting 
(section 2) . 
3. There is some evidence , althoue}1 not conclusive , that the 
quanti t y of - ater sorbed a t equilibrium is i nversely proportional to 
the temper ature at the t L .. e of wettin . 1 0re {a ter is s orbed at the 
lower tem~ratures . This i s in acc ordance VIi th the theory of physica l 
ads orption . Pore accurate measurements of the quanti t y of water s orbed 
at e quilibriun woul d clarify t is rel a tionshi (section 3) . 
h. The quantity of "later s orbed a t equili rium is directly 
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The absorption of water by Millville loam at temperatures 
of 10, 20, 30, 40 degrees C. under a tension of 5 ems . of 
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Figure 1:3. The coeff icient K as a function of temperature f or water 
absorption by Millville loam tUlder a ~ension 0 cms. of 
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Table 1. Summary of the data for the absorption of water by Millville loam and Wasatch sandy loam at 
temperature of 10, 20 , 30, 40 degrees C. and various tensions 
Section Sample Temp. Tension Bulk density Total wa te-r D ~ E m x 10-3 no. no . imbibed 
°C. ems . of H2O gIl . /em.3 cm.3 em. 2/ see . eal/mol/~. 
1 21 25 1 .36 13 .46 4 .17 
2 21 50 1 .36 12. 70 2. 49 
1 3 21 77 1 . 37 11.25 1. 34 
4 21 95 1 . 37 10 .50 0 .63 
5 21 100 1 .38 10 .02 0. h6 
i 11vi11e loam .104 mm . - .073 mm. 
1 10 13 1 . 17 7.5h 4. 57 7.9 
2 2 20 13 1 .15 7.49 5 .17 1120 :t 60 6.5 3 30 13 1 .16 7.56 5. 78 5.6 
4 40 13 1 . 2 7. 27 6.43 4.8 
Wasat ch s and loam . 295 mm. 
1 20 5 1 . 20 7.77 4. 39 6 .2 
3 2 30 5 1 .17 7. 6 5. 27 5. 4 
3 40 5 1 . 17 7.4 5.63 4 . 5 
rtil1vil1e loam .104 rom . - .073 ~~ . 
1 10 1 1 . 15 4.11 4 .5 ...~ 12 . 2 
4 2 20 1 1 .05 h.02 5. 2 11 . 8 3 30 1 1 .04 4.00 5. 78 993 : 45 10. 5 
4 40 1 1 .04 4 .01 6.43 9.1 
'-0 
W 
Table 1 . Continued 
Section Sample Temp . Tension 
no . no . 
°C . ems . of H2O 
lfi llvil1e loam .104 rom . - . 073 mm . 
1 10 · 5 
5 2 20 5 3 )0 5 
4 40 5 
Millville loam . 25 rnr.1 . - .17 r:rrn . 
6 1 20 5 2 30 5 
~..t 11 vi lIe loam 
7 
1 10 3 
2 30 3 
.. 
Bulk density Total water imbibed 
em./em•3 cm. ) 
1 .19 3.92 
1.17 3. 85 
1.15 3.61 
1.17 3.62 
1.01 8.53 
1 . 02 8.61 
0. 93 8. 7 
0. 96 8. 2 
D 
2/ Ii cm. sec . 
6.L.1 
7. 76 
9.43 
11. 35 
9. 18 
12.30 
3. 2 
5.6 
"'l 
E 
1891 :. 30 
m x 10- 3 
6.4 
5.4 
4.5 
J.J. . 2 
\.Q 
~ 
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proportional to the bulk density of the sample hen wetted at a given 
tension. 'lhe decrease in the si ze of the pores increases the difference 
in the . hydrostatic pressure in the soil water and reservoir. This rela-
tionship, hdwever , may not be invariably true unless the size, shape and 
arrangement of the particles are the same. t ze ro tension this may not 
be true (section 4) . 
5. The diffusion coefficient for any given sample, size, tempera-
ture and tension depends inversely on the square of: 1}e hllk density. 
One sees is trend when comparinu section 5 and 6 at )00 C. Howey-er, r' 
the bulk density will have some effect. This relationship is more 
clearly evident if the diffusion coefficient is written D c: Do e-lr • 
The bulk density by virtue of its effect on pore shape and farticle 
aITangement affects both DO and IX>ssibly the energy of actfva ti on. 'The 
latter condition is subject. to the conditions as stated in oondition 4 
, 
above. 
6. For samples of the same size and conditiore of trea:t.l!l~nt there 
I 
! 
is evidence that the activation energy increases with tensi ~n. ! If 
f 
Millville loam wetted at 5 cms. tension and 1 cm. ~nsion are ~ompared " 
and if it is aSSUIOOd that the rulk density effect has negligible effects 
on the activation ener (but does affect Do), then this :relationship is 
supported by the cia ta. This is a very si gnificant point when the effect 
of energy barriers is considered, since it would be expacted that for 
decreasine film thickness the rnagni tude of the energy barriers becomes 
increasingly im ortant. Such considerations are important vlhen consid-
sring the movement of water and its availabiIi ty to plants . 
Another !X)ssibili ty exists for porous systems containing a large 
proportion of submicroscopic pores. If the pores are small enough such 
that the surface forces are ~~tuated across the pore diameter, the 
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flow in the saturated case may occur with more difficulty than for the 
-
case here t.he ore is not completel y filled . However, t his would 
resul i in an increase in the ac ti va ti on energy. 
If a pore of any iven size is considered f illed behind the wetting 
front, the concept of film flow loses its si gnificance . However, the 
modifying effect of the energy barriers on the curved vapor water inter-
face maintains its full significance in this case. 
Associating activation energies to resistance to ... wetting, it has 
. -I 
been estabiished qualitatively that one soil in the present study 
exhibi ted a resistance to wetting. The physical interpretation of this 
with regard to water moving in the unsaturated soil is that free energy 
barriers in the form of roughness as well as impurities, such as organic 
matter, prevent laminar flow of the liquid. The phenomena of shrinking 
and swellino may also contribute to increases in free energy of the 
system. 
As the system becon::es drier, this phenoroona of erergy barriers 
becomes more pronouncedo Thus, as a plant dries tre soil out the veloc-
i ty of movement may becane increasingly modified, not only because the 
energy of retention is greater but because an increased amolUl. t of energy 
must be expended by the plant to overcome the resistance to motion of 
the liquid . Depending on the condi tiona of the system the energy required 
to overcome the barriers will vary. 
Bodman and Coleman (1943), reporting the values of pressure poten-
tials of water infiltration into a silt loam and sandy loam, gave the 
following values. The pressure potential of the wet front roo is ture 
corresponds to about -6 x 105 ergs per gram in the silt loam and 
- 8 x 104 ergs per gram in the sandy loam. The pressure potential of the 
air dry soil immediately bela v this p11:tne a 
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calcul ted to re -1 x 109 
ergs r am. The pressure potentia l difference across the wet front 
plane is of the order of 1 x 109 eros per am. The acti vation enerGies 
of the present study ex res sed as ergs per gram ~ r de 
2 . 3 x 109 to 4.4 x 109, or of the sarre orders o f rna nitude as those 
reported by Bodman . The fact that the ~at€r doe not rove no.!. e ra i dly 
i nto the dr soil under such hi potential may be ascribed to the 
resistance in the form of free ener barriers e co~~tered by the ~ater . 
Some movement occurs because of the f orce prociucin motion but it is 
possible that at some minimum point in the soi l moisture content for a 
given gradient, movement will cease. 
The diffusion coefficient f or a Given set of conditions increases 
~i th increasi ng temp3ra rure . 
Let .us suppose that each ag eeate of soil acts as a semo -infinite 
sol,id . In structureless soils , wher e aggre g tes as such , do not exist , 
the single ai ns take the lace of aggregates . J..:ovement of water would 
take place according to e uation A (69) --lith the exception t hat ~r , the 
cross-sectional area of the tube , is replac a by , t he total surface 
area of t he particles ~hich f orm the a grega tes • qua tion (66 in this 
case would be wri t ten 
which re resents the flux rate throu the wale surf ce of area A of 
all the separate a gre ates or articles . The other v riables are as 
before . The semi- infi:1i te solid in this ca corres onds to the aggre-
gates vhich together constitute the structure of t1 e soil . TI quanti ty 
sorbed in tine t is 
d t .. 2 A Co !Dt o . vTi" 
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If V is the bulk voluue of the system of particles, then V· Co c 00 -
Bu t on u.ni t basis is the reciprocal of the hllk densi ty P b and taking 
A the specific surface area, (79 can be written 
(Go ) 
Q~kt e kl 
where kl s: 2 A PbA 
f. .. 
On the above assumptions then., the diffusion coefficient is inversely 
pro ortional to the square of the sp:3cific surface area and the square 
of the bulk density. An increase in either the bul density or the 
surface area reduces the diffusion coefficient . From revious experi -
ence the relations ip seems probable as the diffusion coeff icient de-
creases men one cOP.1pares coarse textured soils and fine -textured soils 
at the same moisture content . Certain variations of t he data presented 
in this study for a given set of sample being wetted at the s ame tension 
at different temperatures have deviated from the required relationship 
because of var o a tions in the bulk density_ Further considerations as 
f 
to the importance of this relations ip are ref erred to late . . ith re a 
to the c oncentration gradient . 
I t is usually considered that t en rature affects the flo 'I of . ter 
throuoh soils in two ways . The f irst of these is viscosity . s the 
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tempe rature increases, the viscosity decreases and the usual procedure 
is to substitute the value of viscosity f or bulk water a t t he s e temp-
erature in the equation to remove the viscosity-temperature effect from 
flow . 
The second infl uence of temperature is on t he surface tension of 
water; the increased temperature reduces the surf' ce tension. For flow 
i n the horizontal directi on, the soil being wetted under tension, the 
i ncreasi ng temper t ure mi t be expected to decrease ,the capilla~ ten-
sion since- the ca.j; illar'J tension is a result of the curvature of the 
air~ater i nterfaces and surface tension. 
If it is assumed that tem~rature affects tre f low throuGh these 
t 0 variables only , then it should be possible to correct the volmne 
flux in the Darcy equation. For each set of samples wet under similar 
conditi ons other than temperature, the volume flux might be expected to 
be equal to a constant after the corrections f or viscosi ty and surface 
tension are made . I t is necessary to substi tute the surface ten5i on and 
viscosi ty values for pure water into t he equation which is a nonnal pro-
cedure but is subject to criticism . 
The Darcy equation can be written 
1. .h ',; I L ,"( 
V _ - ." ..... u .. ..,. (.c ~ ~ 4 "i':: ,.,., 
there V is the volume flux, y the surface tension, Y1 ~e viscosi ty and 
m a constant. The va l ues f or the su g ested cons tant m "iven in table 1 
represent f low for the same period as covered by the diffusion equati on . 
The values are taken for the cross section of the tube in w ich the s oil 
sampl es were located . The a propriate viscosity and surface tension 
values were substi t ted into the equation at t he various te ratures to 
remove these variables . 
It i s noted th t the r esultinc volume flux values are not constant, 
su ggestino certain other possibilities. 
(1) The temperaru re af fects so e other variable in the Darcy 
equation . 
(2) The i proper values for y and ~ were used . 
(3) The Darc r law is not valid in the f arm used . 
(4) Free en r ;;y barriers associated wi th activation enerbi e s are 
oferatin':1 • 
roo 
The difficulty of knowing y and 7 for soil water ~s ~ not been overcome . 
Limi tations 
The diffusion equation as used in the present s t udy is limiteq to . 
certain conditions . The given solution requires that the c oncentration 
just inside t he inter f ace of the surface be inde~ndent of time. 
It is necessary that no rate controlling phase bounda~ process 
occurs at the inter f ace . I t is not known in w at respect this c ondi tion 
would be r I f illed when studying t he rate pr ocess us:t-!l£ porous plates or 
membranes . 
An exac t solution of t he di ffus ion equati on vould allow f or the 
dependence of ~~e di_fusion coefficient on concentration of the solution 
in the soil . I t would a ppear that for some si tuations in the experi-
rental work this f actor i s important . For others t he diffus ion does not 
detrac· from the paraboli c diffusion law as a limitinG law. 
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DISCUSSION 
Surface tension forces at the air water interface are considered 
responsible f or the movement of water in capillaries, the difference in 
pressure ootween the reference state and the curved interface in the 
capillary causine flow . Surface tension decreases witJ.y tempe a ill re for 
water but not as rapidly as viscosity. '!he overall effect produces an 
increase in flovl . Surface tension values for pure water when substituted 
in equations for the soil solution may introduce error . Ions in the 
bulk system will very slightly increase surface t m ion; but ions in 
t ' in films could have a large effect. That proximity of pore walls 
could influence the surface tension of the liquid seems probable, depend-
inl"J' , of course, on the size of the pore. The value of the surface ten-
sion to use in the Kelvin equation is still a matter of discussion . 
For large ca illaries it has been shown that normal values are applic-
able, but in ITUch smaller capillaries the validity of the equation is 
still unsettled. 
The geometry of too interface is an important consideration in 
applica tion of capi l1ary f ormulaf to soil. To lmow this value except 
f or idealized cases is impossible . We do not have in the normal soil 
ideal situations. either Darcy's law nor the diffusion equation depend 
on a knowledge of this factor • 
. Some few investi ators making as detailed as possible studies of 
the moisture distribution ith depth i n IX>rous material. have noted that 
after water has ceased to be applied to the column the moisture continues 
to move and plotting the moisture dis t ribution wi depth t:in tervals of 
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time ave found a hump "n the curve near or just be ind the wet tin front . 
This corres onds to a greater moisture density at these pos i tions . This 
: isture content si tuation has been found in soils by 
Tay10 and 'Y researchers in 
En 1and1 'wl 0 have s tudi ed Oi nward 
T.1ovoment of water in columns of 
c lass beads . Tl ere has been a ten-
dency to disc~ . t the data but now 
there is a ve~ b ood reason for this 
t o be an actual fact . Based upon previous the o~J no valid reason could 
be i ven . e p'lin up of the 'Hater behind the.,. etUng front is a re-
suIt of the resistance to movement -hic the sharp boundary encounters . 
Our present the oJ:"'1J ade ua tely expl ' "ns this in terms of barriers Alhi ch 
become more evident as the hydr aulic head decreases . s the soil 00-
corres drier behind t he wettin~ f ront 'lith de th more resistance is 
encountere d. It is , lliere .L ore , possible to have a d Ol'mwar d gradient 
'mich shoul d cause moisture to move but because of the barriers 
encountere the actual novement may cease . 
The existence of a potential cr dient is not proo f that movement 
.ust necessaril al,-o lace . This ha5 een clea rly shown in many chemi-
cal reac tions as '{ell as movement thro jl p.lembranes oj. i ons , gases nd 
liquids d has its man "festation in the theory of rate rocesses . 
The conse ue ce of the hT~othesis bi ve n here could have important 
applicatio_ to r.loisture availabili ty to y lant · . Certainly in the very 
wet ran r~'e we lou l not expect t o f ' nd clear- cut evidence of its presence . 
Indeed a t certai n mois ture contents the filtlS will be sufficiently thic 
to make the effect of barriers ne Lli;.,~ 10 . I t has been s he '/n that for 
1. B: conmunication aylor . 
. Rep •. - 1/ :/ 
A '" ooy f t , 
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some finer textured soils movement is more rapid when the soil is at 
50100 moisture content less than saruration but not very dry. At satura-
tion the pores are full of water and all the water is surrounded by pore 
walls . In the unsaturated but relatively wet ran e nany air water inter-
faces occur which make it possible for the water to move more easi ly as 
the one surface is an air water interface unaffected by the solid wall . 7 
At the drier moisture contents the barriers again become prominent . 
Ofttimes the assumption that in unsaturated soil the ;a ir spaces may be 
considered as being occupied by solid because they do not conduct 'later 
is , of course, erroneous for reasons as mentioned here . 'The effect of 
the solid surface and air water interface nay be vastly different with 
regard to tre liquid f 1ow. 
1he concept of the discontinuous f ilm of water in soil lacks fhysi -
cal interpretation and experimental verification. hven air d~ particles 
have some water of a physical nature on their surfaces and are continu-
ous throughout the soil mass as shown by the adsorption isothenn. If 
the discontinuous film were true , it would add even L.1ore evidence as to 
the usefulness of the present hypothesis. Discontinuity would postulate 
a distributi on of energy sites at very high relative humidities, "Which 
is certainly not in keeping wi til present soil moisture theories. That 
the depth of the moisture fil may vary from point to point in the soil 
as a consequence of curvature of air water interfaces is logical but 
~:amot be taken to rrean a discontinuous film. 
Several investi ators have noted the jer~y fashion in which the 
~etting rant moves into a dry soil. Haines (1927) attributes this to a 
sudden popping through the narroVl necks of the pores when the pressure 
is increased or released. The energy or pressure required to cause this 
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su den r e lease of the curve _ sur ace has not ooen precisel y etermined. 
\' 
It voul seem, hrn~ev r , that based on the surface tension and eometry 
o the interface the event does not take lace unti l a n extra increnent 
of pressure or ener has been ap lied . This , of course , . s a conse -
quenc~ of the !J:-'8sent theory Jherein the interface mllS t under ·o co tor-
tion nd in so doin r esists taking up n equilibrium p:>si tion of lower 
frec ener~ un il the barrier s been overcort:e, after 'which the event 
ta ~es lace s pan n ously . Othe r types of barriers s ch as c. emical 
. ~ 
inl ona ;e 11e ' ty may a lso contribute to is phenomenon . 
Tl , vJGttin[; front has been IOOntian d many times 'wit r egard to 
v':'sual movement of water . Hrn/ever, the same conci deration may not apply 
\'lhere no evidence of a vrettiI1[; rant as '-~t "" , ~_ s notc( . In these si tua-
tions t" e water is ITlcandcrinc; mrer hills and v' lleys ei ther (1) as an 
air .Tate interfac"" or (2) Dovement t hrou ilm..~ ad orbed on the 
capillary -;.raIl i n ~ich the air water interface is more or les p9.rallel 
to the axis of the pore , or i s being intercalated between structural 
units . 
) 
2 
~---.-...----
A film of the second ind v10uld not be ex~cted to be very thick J 
however, s'nee aceordin6 to the K Ivi n e ation and resear c . of Foster 
( f :3 
(194 ) the pore would ei ther be f ull of 1'1ater in any Plrticular re ~ion 
at a give n vapor pressure or empty except for a fe 1 olecular layBrs . 
It has been observed t hat .hen the end of a wet colUI:1ll of sand and 
a wet column of clay are placed tightl y a gamst each other, the 'water 
r:loves f rom the sand to the clay , despite t he f act t hat the cOn:!entration 
'l 
• ',' • {t. .,.: ~ 
.. . \ 
.... , 
of water per un't vol e of clay is .:reater t t e oncen r at ' o. ~r 
uni t volume of sand . ~is is quot d as e ide.ce hat he conccntr tion 
radient causinG movement as ' resent in the di:iusion equation nay ac tu-
ally be in error d the di.>.:us':'on equation as a theory br e ks d01'm 
under suc . co ditions . owever , f or the same situation . 6 t en' on 
adient youl redic t the direc t ion of mover:lcnt , f or I thou "" rrore 
Ylater is present in the c l ay i t i s held at ~ater tension than i n the 
san . Conseq ently, t he tension or d' ent is ron s.aqc to clay . 'This 
apparent ailure of t he diffus ion cquation may be resolved in the 
f ollowing 'lay . 
For movenent to occur f rom sand to clay the wate r in the s d must 
have a ereater free enerGY t han that i n the clay. ,e ave s een pr evi -
ously how the f reG encr::y of the liquid pha e may de pend on the surface 
area of the solid Ii u id interface , and is has been i nter rete'd in 
terms of a f rictional barrier VI ic:' l"oul be expected to be much ~reater 
in the clay soil than the sand. If now the concentr ation gradient 'were 
gi ven in tenns of the surface area of the soil rna teri 1 rat ' er than the 
volume p3r uni t volume of soil , the dis crepancy may not exist . Only i n 
t~is way can t he concentrati on of 'later i n the 2 systems be ade~"Uately 
compared . Equati on (1) would seem t o consider the surface area factor 
as required in such a treat ment . 
The second factor to consider is the free energy r e lationsh ip of 
the di ffusion coeffic ient o Since it seems apparent that the diffusion 
coefficient is e pendent on the concentration distribut i ol (and tl nee 
the enerey rel tions a lso) bJ de te rmininu the variation of the sian 
coefficient wi til concentration a nd t hence the temp3raill re de~ndence of 
the coofficient , the theory cruld be tested. Thi s woul have one 
advantaue 0 ver the sian adient rethod in that it is co . on (l"ocedure 
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to deternine t! e tension ( adients in static systems and ap l y them t o 
the k'netic process of ... l O'w . i l e e tenGi on Gradient effec t itself 
may account f or a lar c proportion O ..L the clrivin6 force , t e f orces of 
rc3istance t o 1'1 '; my be ir:1~rtant in m..any c "scs , 'rhich -.'1oulci not be 
manifest from ..,tatic measure .en u of the tension . 
TJ e dif usion equati on ~as another advantaGe over classical la is of 
IJoisturo flo ~ in that onc necess ri l y c or ider s the flux th ough any 
.; 'ven area '. hic: bYl~5Ses the questiona Ie ass ptio · that volume J.. l ux 
and velocity 0' +'1 0 ·f are analo l~o s . Iowever, our pur£X>se here is not to 
establ's t .. e a dvantages a nd di advantages of one app!'Oach ov r another . 
In ' e final analysis the eli fusion la '/u ane l Dx s ased on mechan-
ics .s1- ould ~-ive t a e results wit! i n the limits of ap licability • 
. oV/ev r , oependi nr- on t he i tua ti on in Ylhich the e 'ua t i on i s to be ap-
pl~e , one ,ay :~ve c rtain advantac s over the ot :er. ese au t t o 
be esta lis e to help the researcher in appl i c · tion and t o resol ve s ome 
of t!1e di icult:..es presently enco ntered . rer ·s s inpl e e qu tion of 
i.:'_ us ion which . ncludes th s face area of "he cryst· I s may be a step 
in t is d~re cti on . 
. he vroble. of s' .rinkirLL n St ell ' T(; in s oils must al fays be c on-
sidered . :;0 lly i is voided by a sumin~ it to nc Cl i6-ibl e . I t 
is bec r.1in;; more G 'den , ho'l ever , t in certain corrli tions this 
ansunption may lead to seriou aiJ..fi cult· es . Often disc repancies be -
tv ee 1 ex~ri nt an 11eo Tare reuolved merely b .. stat-'ng the shrinking 
and swellin~ fac tor' as t e cause . Consideration 0 _ free enerGY rela-
tions as :iv n ore n tested 1ith a si . Ie i ff si onequa on , _oweve r , 
nee not mal':e t esc assum tions . I t is )robaLle t'1.3. t in many soils s o 
of the e ener' as mani.lest . n the liffusior~ coeff':"ci nt nay actually 
be accounted or by shrinki g and s vellinc . T. · s in e ec t co ti t utes 
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a resistance t o the flow and in this re ard we nay refer t o Barrer's 
studies of the kinetics of adsorption i n montmorillonite of water wherein 
the kinetic process occurred so rapidly in the systems where the l amellae 
were held apart as to make determination difficult. This is contrasted W I L 
~ the kinetic process for adsorption in natural montmorllloni te where a 
threshold pressure was f ound to be necessa~ f or penetration and the 
irreversible work of the process was calculated. 
I t is not the intention at this time to solve .tl)e theory of hyster-
esis in soils. arr:r treories have been proposed based on the ink bottle 
theory, Foster's theo:ry, hysteresis of contact angle , entrapped air and 
shrinking and swelling. I t is possible t.~at more than one of these 
mechanisms may occur in the same system. However, the resent hypothe -
sis which considers energy" barriers seems to have promise f or f urther 
development since i t embodies many of these . 
The geooral theory of hysteresis by Everett (1953) forms a link 
between the phenomenon of hysteresis and the concept of f ree energy 
barriers 0 
Future studies should consider the contrihltion o f entropy as well 
as free energy to the f low process. I n elementary systems, the absolute 
rate theory has indica ted the i mportance of the entropy terms. 
A knowledge of the chemical and crystalline nature of the soil 
material would be helpful in interpreting the concept of f ree energy 
barriers. 
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CO CLUSI O 1S 
It Vlould seem from evidence obtained in the present work that a new 
field of investi bation has been introduced as regar ds to the mechanism 
of water novenent in soils . 
The f lo ~ of water in one soil studie d a pears ,t de pend on an 
enerGY of activation which is associated wi t.h free ener f:Y barriers . 'ilie 
free ener barriers are a consequence 0 the resistance to ett ing 
offe red by the soil system considered in its nat ural state . 
It is now ossi ble to proceed ti:earctica ..... ly, and perh s more <J 
i nportant experimentally, toward a quant itati ve determin tion of the '7 
magnitude of the activation enerr ies . T'nis would require the use of 
more elegant f orms of the di f usion equation in whic the diffusion 
coefficient is a f unction of concentration. 
rther study 'i/ill establish the i m!)ortance of the revistance 
phenomena as regards the 50il- ';ater- plant system. 
The 01 n d characte r istics of the netting f ront have been inter-
preted in terms of resistance to flow and the physica l interpretation 
,. 
i 
of its existence f inds a pl ace in tile present theo ry. 
The ypothesis t hat soil s may exhibit a r esistance 'to wettin 
, i 
\ ! 
appears to have asis in f act . The measurement of the ~' resistance depends , 
I 
of c~urse , on til rna · 'ni tude of the f ree e r and the method of measure-
ment e For some ,soils it may be s m<....ll or non-existel'\t~ " I t Jould be 
expected to be of oreater ma:-.:ni tude in drier soils . Th~ resistance to 
wettinG need not e rmanent ~hen considerin~ t e -i~~ic proces s , nor 
oes it have to be 0 an extensi VG nature . or tl is r~,a on s ta tic 
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measurements of f lo ri rocess nay not detect it . 
There is no rea on to assume tha t the drying out of a soil and the 
wettinG of the same soil will exhibit the same moisture f lo 'I properties 
because the drying and wetting curves are dif ferent . Hys~resis is , 
therefore , included as an i tegral Inrt of the theory. 
SU lARY 
1. A theory was developed which considered that an important 
contributing factor to the f low process of water in soil may be 
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the resistance soil offers to the flow. Soils exhibit a resistance 
to wetting . The resistance arises from the chemical and physical 
nature of the soil material and has been interpT~ed in terms of 
free energy barriers in the syste 1. 
2. The theory was tested by measuring the diffusion coeff icient as 
a function of temperature from which the energy of activation 
could be determined. 
J. Activation energies of 1 to 2 k cdls. per 01. per degree 
corresponding to the free energy barriers were obtained and the 
absorption of water was characterized by a parabolic form of the 
diffusion equation for part of the period of flow. 
4. Theoretical consequences of these findi ngs were developed which 
resulted in a physical explanation of t he wetting front, a source 
of hysteresis and the inclusion of shrinking and swelling as a 
contributing f actor to the fl~i resistance. 
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